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6026 TAPE
TRANSPORT

PREFACE
This manual introduces the model 6026 m.agnetic tape transport. We include enough
information to give you a general idea of what the transport does and how it does it.

This is not a repair manual, but it does introduce you to the schematics. You may wish

to supplement your reading with the operators guide for peripherals (DGC No.

014-000095) or the field service manual for this transport (DGC No. 015-000080).

The manual is aimed at a wide variety of readers. Part

One introduces the transport and briefly describes its

properties. You may wish to read this part if you need
general information about;

• Performajice specifications

• Subs^'stem con^^urati'^n*'

• Transport components

• Transport operation

Part Two includes a technical description of the
trajisport assemblies and circuits. You will want to

read this part if you intend to maintain or repair the
unit.

Once you understand the organization of this manual,
you will be able to quickly find the information you
need and bypass material that is redundant or

irrelevant.

PARTI
Chapter 1, Transport Overview - Introduces the transport
and lists its physical properties. Briefly describes the
transport subassemblies.

Cliapter 2, Transport Operation

controls and operations.

Describes the transport

PART II

Chapter 3, Mechanical Assemblies

mechanical parts ofthe transport.

- Describes the

Chapter 4, Data Recording- Describes the circuits that

read and write data on the tape. Also discusses the

Chapter 5, Reel and Capstan Servos - Describes

circuits that power the reel and capstan motors.

the

Chapter 6, Power Supply - Describes the power supply

and distribution circuits that power the blower, reel

and capstan motors, transcription circmts and control

logic.

APPENDICES
Appendix A, Documentation Summary - Lists dociunents

you may need to study the transport in detail and
troubleshoot faults.

Appendix B, Controller Interface Signals - Describes the

bus that connects the transport to the controller.

Appendix C, Analog Building Blocks - Discusses some basic

analog elements used in the transport.

Appendix D, Glossary of Terms - Defines some words and
mnemonics used to describe tape transports.
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CHAPTER I

TRANSPORT OVERVIEW
Data General's 6026 vacuum column tape transports record 9 track serial access data in NRZI or PE format on 1/2 inch magnetic
tape. NRZI format supports up to 20 megabytes of storage with a density of SOObpi and a maximum transfer rate of 60 Kbytes/sec.
PE format supports up to 36 megabytes of storage at 1600bpi and a mn,ximum transfer rate of 120 Kbytes/sec. Tape speed is 75ips
during data transfers and 200ip8 when rewinding.

INTRODUCTrON
Data General's 6026 tape transport is a reliable, 75ips,
9-track vacuum column tape drive for half inch
magnetic tape. Data is recorded in ANSI-compatible
NRZI format at SOObpi or in ANSI-compatible Phase
Encoded format at 1600bpi. The tapes produced are
widely interchangeable with other industry standard
tape units.

Magnetic tape transports move magnetic tape past a
recording head where data is written and read in nine
parallel tracks across the half inch tape width. The
recording format requires the transport to bring the
tape to a full stop and then to a full start within an
interrecord gap (i.e. within 1/2" of tape). In addition,
the tape speed must be accurate within 3% during
data transfers.

Transports must be designed to handle tape gently
without excessive tension and to stack tape evenly
and uniformly on the reels. Data General's 6026
Transport has vacuum column tape buffers that
provide uniform tape tension even during high speed
rewinds.

A configuration diagram for the tape subsystem
appears on the facing page. A subsystem may include
up to eight transports which may be any mix of 6026
or 6020 series (9 track) imits.

I-lof6
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TRANSPORT CONFIGURATION
A block diagram of the transport is shown on the next

page. The trtinsport contains four principal systems

which work independently to provide reliable, gentle

tape handling. They are:

• The operators panel and control logic

• The recording circuits

• The capstan and its servo system

• The vacuum colimin servo systems.

Capstan Servo

All tape motion is controlled by the capstan and its

servo system shown at the top of the diagram. Motion

commands from the tape subsystem controller (not

shown) and from the transport's own control system

cause the capstan to move the tape forward or

backward at 75ips or to rewind at 200ips. All motion is

accomplished with carefully controlled acceleration

and deceleration curves to maintain accurate tape

positioning. Precise control of the capstan's rotational

velocity (and thus of the tape's speed) is achieved by

using an error signal from the tachometer to supply

servo correction information to the capstan driver.

Operators Panel and Control Logic

The operators panel and its associated control logic

direct the local operation of the transport and link it

to the computer's tape subsystem when the unit is on

line. The operators panel contains switches for

powering up the transport, loading the vacuum

columns, and assigning the imit's identity in a tape

subsystem. The control logic provides system status

information to the computer when the unit is on line.

Recording Circuits

Data is recorded on tape along a 9-bit wide data path.

Static deskew adjustments in each channel ensure

that data characters are written in a straight line

perpendicular to the length of the tape. A 9-bit wide

path moves the data read from tape to the subsystem

controller. A bank of amplifiers and peak detectors

convert low amplitude analog pulses from the read

head to TTL-level signals compatible with the

controller. The data reading path also includes certain

timing logic to properly synchronize NRZI data

transfers. Since reading and writing are done

independently of each other at the recording head,

data can be verified almost immediately as it is

written without reversing the tape to reread a section.

Reel Servos and Vacuum Columns

The capstan rapidly accelerates the tape to full speed,

and vacuum columns provide a reservoir of tape that

is readily available for this fast start and stop activity.

Tape is gently pulled into a loop within the column by
vacuum while both the capstan and a reel motor can

add tape to or remove tape from the column as needed.

The colimans provide buffering that allows the reel

motors enough time to "catch up" to the speed of the

capstan.

Each reel motor is associated with a vacuum column

and a servo system that strives to keep the tape loop

in each column positioned near the center of that

column. The servo system does this by spinning the

reel motor in the correct direction, adding or

removing tape from the column, to achieve the right

position. There are two reel servos as shown along the

left side of the drawing. Each servo operates

independently of the capstan servo and from the other

reel servo; each includes a transducer and analog

circuitry to determine the position of tape in a

vacuum column along with the necessary drivers to

spin the reel motor in the correct direction, at the

correct speed.
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SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS

GENERAL

Vacuum column tape buffers

Selectable NRZI or PE recording modes

Read after write (dual gap head)

Fully self contained (Includes power supply and cooling fan)

MECHANICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL

Dimensions 1 9" wide x 24 1 12" high x 1 9" deep from

mounting surface

Weight 1 50 lbs

Mounting standard 1
9' RETMA rack

Power cable 10' long

Power requirements Volts

+ 10/-15%
Amps
max

Hertz

tl hz

120
100

220
240

7.5

g

4

3.7

60
50
50
50

Heat dissipation 3000 btu/hr max

Temperature

operating 40 to 1 00 F (transport) /60 to

storage -1 to 1 60 F (transport)/40 to 90 F (media)

Relative humidity

operating 20 to 80% non-condensing

storage 1 5 to 95% non-condensing (transport)

20 to 80% non-condensing (media)

Altitude 5,000 ft max
(1 0,000 ft max with high

.

altitude option)

CAPACITY AND TIMING

Tape speed

Number of tracks

Data density

Transfer rate

Transfer time

Storage capacity

Tape

Reel size

Inter-record gap

Write track width

Read track width

Track spacing

R/W gap separation

Static skew

Dynamic skew

Start/stop time

75 ips

200 ips

Start stop distance

75 ips

200 ips

Load time

Rewind time

Threading time

75 ips record/playback ± 2%
200 ips rewind ±10%

1 600 bpiPE/800bpi NRZI

60 kbytes/sec NRZI/1 20 kbytes/sec PE

1 6.7 usec/byte NRZI/8.3 usec/byte PE

20 mbytes NRZI/36 mbytes PE (2400

ft)

1/2" 2 mil computer grade

upto 10 1/2" (2400 ft)

0.6" nom

0.044" nom

0.040" nom

0.055" nom

0.15" (2 msec)

1 00 uinch max (READ). Electronic skew

compensation during write.

75 uinch max

5 msec ±10%

500 msec ±10%

0.19" ±0.02"

19" ±2"

5 sec

2min(10 1/2" reel)

1 sec (experienced operator)
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CONVENTIONS

Data General logic prints are drawn in close

accordance with MIL-STD-806C. With this
convention, logical functions are drawn as physically
implemented. That is, where discrete gates are used to
implement a function, these gates are shown. On the
other hand, where a more complex integrated circiiit

is used, for instance a multiplexor, the function it

performs is shown as a rectangular box.

Signal Levels

Throughout this manual, a distinction is firequently

made between electrical levels and logical values. To
minimize confusion, electrical levels are always
indicated by an "H" or "L", and logical values by a "1"

or "0". As an electrical level, an "H" indicates that the
signal is high (greater than +1.7 volts). An asserted,
or true, signal is indicated by a logical "1" and a false

signal by a "0".

Signal Names

In Data Greneral equipment the assertion state of a
Signal can oe eitner low or nign, depending on how it

is defined. To distinguish between the two types of
signals a naming convention has been adopted which
defines the relationship between the logical value and
the electrical level of a signsd. If the signal includes a
horizontal bar over the name, as "WRITE", then that
signal is asserted when it is at a low electrical level.

Conversely, a signal without the bar, "WRITE", is

asserted when high.

Two signals having the same name but differing by
the bar almost always refer to the same logical
function and are electrical inverses of each other.
Thus WRITE will be low when WRITE is high, and
the two signals will be true at the same time.

Closely related, or bussed, signals are indicated by
effectively subscripting a common label. For instance,
suppose that BUS through BUS 5 are all required to
completely specify a function. All or part of such a
group of signals is identified by placing brackets
around the range of subscripts included, as
BUS [0-5] . In this case, the suffix carries the
information that there are six BUS lines under
discussion, from BUS through BUS 5, inclusive.
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CHAPTER II

TRANSPORT OPERATION

INTRODUCTION
The transport control logic does basic housekeeping
for the magnetic tape transport whenever it is

operating - whether under local, operator direction or
under computer control. These housekeeping chores
are implemented in sequences initiated by the
computer or an operator, and they assure that all

operations are carried out in a logically sound and
orderly manner. Additionally, a failsafe system
protects the tape from becoming damaged by failures

in the transport. For example, when an operator
mounts a reel of tape on the transport and presses

BOT, a distinct series of circuit-level events take place
to load the vacuum columns while several tests verify

thai the sequence is proceeding correctly.

Operator-initiated sequences include powering up,
loading and unloading the tape buffers (vacuum
columns), rewinding, resetting, find placing the
transport "On Line" with the computer. Computer-
directed operations include moving forward (for a
read, write, erase or space forward command), and
rewinding. When the transport is On Line, command
and status information is exchanged through a signal

network between the transport and the tape
subsystem controller to prevent a large number of

erroneous or metuiingless operations. The failsafe or
interlock system monitors certain key parameters in
the transport such as the vacuum levels and power
supply interruptions to protect the magnetic tape
from physical damage in the event of a failure in the
servo systems. Ail but the last of these control
functions are discussed under separate headings in
this section. The interlock system is intimately
related to the operation of the analog servo systems;
80 it is described in Chapter V.
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CONTROLS Console Switches

Operators Console

You can control all ofthe transport functions from the
console on the front of the trtinsport. Switches on the
console allow you to:

• power up the transport

• load, rewind and unload tape

• place the unit on line with the controller

• select a recording density

• assign the transport unit number

Indicator lights tell you that:

• the transport is ready to accept commands from
the controller

• write operations are locked out

• the tape is positioned beyond the end of tape
marker

• the tapte is p>ositioned at the beginning of tape
marker

• the transport is powered up

• the transport is on line with the controller

• high density is selected

A brief description of the switches and indicators

follows. For more detailed information, consult the

operators manual for peripherals (DGC No.

014-000095).

Power A two position switch controls the ac power to

the transport.

The power light illuminates when the drive is fully

powered up.

BOT/Unload A two position momentary contact switch loads,

rewinds and unloads the tape when the transport

is off-line. BOT moves the tape to the SOT load

point. If the tape was unloaded, BOT loads it and

moves it forward to the BOT marker. If the tape

was loaded, BOT rewinds it to the BOT marker.

UNLOAD rewinds and then unloads the tape. (If

the tape was already unloaded, UNLOAD
unwinds the tape.)

On Line/ Reset A two position momentary contact switch places

the transport online or offline. ONLINE connects

the transport to the controller. (The transport

goes online when the tape reaches BOT.) RESET
stops all operations and connects the transport

to the console. The online light illuminates when
the transport is online.

Density A two position momentary contact switch

selects the data density when the transport is

offline. HIGH selects 1600 bpi PE and LOW
selects 800 bpi NRZI. The denisty light

illuminates when high density is selected.

Select An eight position thumbwheel switch selects the

subsystem unit number of the transport.

Console Indicators

Ready A red light indicates that the transport is on-line,

the tape is loaded and stopped, and the unit is

ready to accept commands from the controller.

Write Lock A red light indicates that write operations are

disabled.

EOT A red light indicates that the tape has moved
beyond the EOT marker.

BOT A red light indicates that the tape Is positioned at

the BOT marker.

CONTROL PANEL

READY I WRITE EOT I BOT I POWER ON BOT
I LOCK

ONLINE I HIGH density!

POWER OFF I
UNLOAD I RESET | LOW DENSITY

DG-04844
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Controller Commands
The subsystem controller directs the activities of a
transport that is on-line. The interface signals

command the transport to;

• RUN - move the tape at 75 ips in the direction

specified by REV
• REV - the direction is reverse

• REWIND - rewind the tape

• READ - read data from the tape

• WRITE - write data onto the tape

These signals combine with additional control signals

to specify all the transport functions (e.g., read low
threshold or select recording density). You will find

detailed descriptions of all the interface signals in

Appendix B.
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OPERATIONS

Flowchart Conventions

The logic flowcharts are, generally speaking,

self-explanatory. However, certain conventions have

been followed in constructing them so that the reader

can conveniently use them as an introduction to the

schematic circuit diagrams, (DGC NO.'s 001-000566,

001-000508. 001-001128 and 001-001160). The
flowchart conventions are:

1. The number designated "Reference" at the bottom

ofthe flowchart refers to the engineering schematic

and revision level from which the flowchart was
constructed.

2. The statement contained in any box of the

flowchart describes a logic event or decision.

3. Where appropriate, actual logic values of certain

signals are stated outside a box to show how the

logic event is implemented.

4. In certain cases, parallel events are indicated in the

logical flow. This occurs, for example, where a

timer in one path can override and disable the

action of a parallel path.

Load (BOT)

To load the tape drive the operator mounts a reel of

tape, threads it around a simple tape path, around the

take up reel, and presses BOT to initiate the load

sequence. First, the vacuum system is turned on and
its proper operation is verified. Both tape reels are

then momentarily spun so that tape is fed into each

vacuum column. (Injecting tape into the columns

eliminates the irksome squeel characteristic of

vacuum column transports.) If the tap)e stabilizes

inside the columns within the proper time interval,

the first half of the load sequence is considered

successful and the servo failsafe system is placed in

operation. A forward search is then made down the

tape for a reflective tab marking the Beginning of

Tape (BOT), or loadpoint. The tape stops at the

loadpoint with the BOT indicator illuminated at the

operators console.

Should the loadpoint marker not be found within 7 to

8 seconds (about 40 to 50 feet of tape will be searched),

the transport will rewind the tape at high sjjeed,

searching backwards for the reflective tab. If the tab is

not located during rewinding, the tape will simply

spool off the take up reel and the failsafe system will

terminate the load sequence. (This failure requires

that the transport be reset. The Reset operation is

discussed below.)
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Unload (and Unwind)

Pressing the Unload switch can cause two distinctly

different operations to take place depending on
whether or not the vacuum columns are loaded. (The

transport must be off line.) The two possible effects

are called "unloading" and "unwinding". The Unload
sequence is initiated by momentarily pressing Unload
when the vacuum column buffers are operating. The
unwind operation is performed by pressing and
holding Unload when the vacuum columns are not

operating. Releasing the switch causes the unwind
operation to stop.

Unload

When the unload sequence is initiated, the transport

rewinds tape to the loadp)oint if it is not already there.

The servos and servo failsafe system are disabled and
then the vacuum in the tape buffers is released.

Finally, the supply reel is spion momentarily to pull

tape out of the columns.

Unwind

Pressing and holding Unload on a transport with the

tape buffers shut down causes the supply and take up
reels to slowly spin while the switch is held down.
This slowly winds tape onto the supply reel. The spin

rates of the two reels are adjusted so that a full, 10.5

inch supply reel spools tape at about the same rate as

a nearly empty take up reel. Ifthe unwind operation is

used to slowly rewind an entire tape the spooling

rates will not always match and some care must be
taken to keep tape from spilling onto the floor. Light

pressure should be applied to the HUB (not the

flange) to slow the take up reel.

The slow reel-to-reel rewind can be used for

recovering a tape stranded on a malfunctioning tape

drive.

UNLOAD
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Rewind

There are three ways a rewind sequence can be
initiated: via the opei'ators console when the unit is

off hne and not under program or computer control,
when the transport is On Line, and when a BOT
reileGtor is not lOcated during the forward search of

the load sequence. In all cases the rewind sequence is

identical. If the tape is at the loadpoint, there is no
effect. If the tape is not already at the loadpoint, it

accelerates to 200ips (nominal) in reverse imtil the
loadpoint tab is detected (or until the tape imwinds
from the take up reel). If a loadpoint marker is

(.iStectcia, tus tape ueceierates, reverses direction, and
hunts forward to stop there.

On Line

Pressing the On Line switch on the operators panel
allows the transport to respond to commands issued
by the tape subsystem controller once the tape is

returned to BOT and the online Ught comes on. The
identity of the transport within its subsystem is

assigned by the position of the Unit Select switch on
the operators panel.

NOTE Indeterminate logical and status
conditions can be encountered by the computer
software if more than one transport in a tape
subsystem is assigned the same unit number -

even if only momentarily. Therefore the Unit
Select switch should not be changed while the
unit is On Line. Reset the transport before
changing the Unit Select number.

When the unit is placed On Line, the unit ready logic

is also enabled, and the READY indicator on the
operators panel should illuminate. The BOT/unload
and density switches on the operators panel are
disabled while the unit remains On Line.

Reset

Pressing Reset can have two different effects: the first

is to take a transport off line, placing it under local,

operator control; the other is to reinitialize the
control circuits after an unsuccessful load attempt or
after a servo failure.

REWIND
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CHAPTER III

MECHANICAL ASSEMBLIES

INTRODUCTION
The 6026 tape transports consist of eight principal

assemblies:

• the vacuum blower assembly

• the enclosure assembly

• the vacuum columns and manifolds

• the capstan assembly

• the reel motors and hubs

• the BOT/EOT sensor

• the head assembly

• the write protect assembly.

There are additional components such as ventilating

fans, tape guides, printed circuit boards, and the
suction tape cleaner. All but the power supply and the
vacuum blower are mounted on the main casting. Two
printed circuit boards are mounted on the back of this

casting which swings open frontwards to provide easy
accessibility to all of the transport parts. The
mechanical assemblies are described in this chapter.

An electromechanical wiring diagram, views, and
part numbers of all parts in the 6026 transport are
included in the illustrated parts breakdown (DGC No.
016-000477) shipped with each transport.

RECORDING DECK

Reel Motors And Hubs

The reel motors spin the tape reels in response to
servo commands so that the tape remains balanced in
each vacuum column. They attach to the casting with
four socket head machine screws. The motors mount
against precision machined surfaces on the back of the
casting and normally do not require any shims.

Tape reels attach to a hub assem.bly on each motor's
shaft. One reel (the takeup reel) is fixed in position on
its hub. The other reel (the supply reel) contains the
tape file and is held onto the hub with a push-tab
locking mechanism. Both hub assemblies are secured
on their respective motor shafts with taper-lock
fittings. The lock ring in these fittings can be easily

released to align the hub (and reel) position in the
tape path. However, correct positioning of the hubs on
the motor shafts requires careful alignment to ensure
that tape is handled safely. This should not be
attempted without proper gauges and tightening
torque specifications.

The hub mounted on the lower reel motor has a
push-lock mechanism on which a supply reel of
magnetic tape is moimted. The upper hub holds a 10.5

inch plastic take up reel.

m-loflO
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Vacuum Columns And Manifolds

The vacuum columns are reservoirs which hold a loop

of tape that can be quickly and gently accelerated or

decelerated. These colimms buffer the tape motion
and allow for the slower response of the tape reels.

They also maintain the tape at a constant tension.

The organization of the vacuum columns, manifolds

and the buffers' failsafe switch ports is shown in the

illustration on this page.

The columns are cavities formed between machined
liners that are bolted to the surface of the casting and
covered with a clear plastic cover. There is sufficient

cleareuice between the surface of the casting and the

plastic cover to allow tape to slide freely inside the

columns. The fit is sufficiently close, however, so that

there will not be undue leakage of air from the open
end of the column to the closed, evacuated end.

Atmospheric pressure exerts an evenly distributed

pressure on the tape, forming it into a loop when
vacuum is present at the closed end ofthe column.

VACUUM COLUMNS

LIMIT SWITCH PORTS

DG-01278
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The manifolds are machined into the back of the
casting and closed with metal covers. (The manifold
covers are sealed with a sealing compound and should
not be opened.) The main vacuum manifold connects
the closed end of both columns together and to the
vacuum blower. A small slide cover and vent allow

adjustment of the final vacuum level in the manifold.

The servo manifolds are located on each side of the
main vacuum manifold; they connect a row of sensing
holes in each column with a vacuum transducer and a
servo system,

Start-up of the tape buffers proceeds in a necessary,

orderly sequence imder the control of the local control

cirouitrv described in Chapter II. When the buffers are

operating, the vacuum blower draws vacuum in both
columns through the main vacuum manifold. This
pulls a loop oftape into both columns. The tape loop in

a column divides the row of sensing holes into two
parts. The holes between the tape loop and the closed

end of the colimin "see" nearly the full manifold
vacuum. Those between the tape loop and the open
end of the vacuum column "see" atmospheric pressure.

The sensing holes connect to a servo manifold where a

partial vacuum fluctuates in response to the position

oftape in the colimin.

MANIFOLDS

VACUUM
rUIANIFOLD

ITO PUMP)

SERVO LMIT
MANIFOLD SWITCHES
(TO TRANSDUCER)

DG-01281
U^

FOR HOSE TO
VACUUM BLOVt/ER

VACUUM
MANIFOLD
COVER

Hose nipples are threaded into the back of the casting

at the extremities of each vacuum column. They
connect through plastic tubes to pressure switches

mounted on the main printed circuit board. These
pressure switches are part of a failsafe system that

monitors the tape buffers' operation. (These switches

and the failsafe system are described in Chapter V.)

Transducer

The transducer converts pressiire fluctuations in the

servo manifolds to electrical signals proportional to

the position of the tape loop in a vacuum colimin. Each
manifold connects through a plastic tube to a

transducer. Illustrations and an electrical description

of the transducers is contained in Chapter V. The
location of the transducer is shown below.

TRANSDUCER LOCATION

PLASTIC TUBING TO
SERVO MANIFOLDS

TRANSDUCER
CABLE

DG-04846
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Capstan Assembly

The capstan moves the tape forward and backward in

response to motion commands within the transport or
from the subsystem controller. The tachometer
provides the capstan's servo system with an electrical

signal proportional to the capstan's rotation velocity.

The capstan motor and tachometer are mounted
together on a single shaft to form a single piggy-back
unit. (Under NO condition should an attempt be made
to separate the tachometer from the capstan motor.)
The dual assembly moxmts against a precision

machined surface on the rear of the casting and
normally does not require any shims. The position of

the capstan motor is shown below. Four socket head
screws attach the capstan assembly to the casting.

— CAPSTAN/TACHOMETER LOCATIONS—

TACHOMETER

CAPSTAN
MOTOR

DG-013n

Recording Head

The recording head assembly includes 9 read heads, 9

write heads and a full width erase head. It is mounted
so that it can be positioned correctly for accurate tape
processing. The head assembly is shown below. The
head is attached to an epoxy-composition block that

attaches over guide pins in the casting and is secured
with three screws. The dimensions of the head
movinting plate and its mating surface on the casting

are carefully controlled within tolerances that assure

interchangeability of head modules from transport to

transport without the need for shims.

Azimuth alignment is accomplished with a single

screw which flexes the head mounting plate along a

line through the center of the head. A spring washer
places the azimuth adjustment under tension to

eliminate creep.

NOTE To prevent scoring of the recording

head use only soft cotton applicators against
its surface. "Paper Towels", in general, have
much too abrasive a surface and can damage
both the head and eventually any tape that

passes over it.

RECORDING HEAD

MOUNTING SCREWS
SEALED WITH
GLYPTOL

CENTERING ALIGNMENT
SLOT FITS OVER ^
PRECISION PIN

ON CASTING

SOCKET HEAD SCREW
(AZIMUTH ALIGNMENT)

fLEXES THIS

WAY THROUGH
CENTER OF HEAD

CENTER OF HEAD

DG-01198

CENTERING ALIGNMENT HOLE
FITS OVER PRECISION PIN

ON CASTING
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BOT/EOT Sensor

The beginning and end of tape sensor contains two
light emitting diodes (LED's) and two
phototransistors in a sealed assembly. Each LED is

paired with a phototransistor and scans half the
width of tape for reflective markers that mark the
Beginning of Tape (BOT) and End of Tape (EOT).
Light from an LED reflects back to a phototransistor
when the appropriate reflective tab passes the sensing
assembly. The transport control logic sets and clears

the BOT and EOT flags in the transport and tape
subsystem statiis registers in response to the
pxiOtotFonsistoF signaxs. ±ue correct positions for the
BOT and EOT reflectors on the tape are shown below.

Tape Guides

There are two types of tape guides, nonroller head
guides (2) and the roller guides (4). The head gviides

align the tape with the read and write surface of the
transcription head; the roller guides stabilize the tape
as it enters the vacuum columns.

The head guides are two ceramic washers mounted on
chrome-plated posts over which the tape passes. The
upper washer (away from the casting surface) is fixed
in position, and is in contact with the certified

reference edge of the tape. The lower washer is lightly

spring loaded to maintain slight pressure against the
tape. (Industry standard magnetic tape can vary in

width up to 0.002 inches relative to the true, straight,

reference edge.) The tape guides' spacings from the
head and capstan are those which have been found to
give optimum long and short term dynamic tracking
over the head. The guides are precision machined
parts and normally do not require alignment or
shimming.

There are four molded plastic roller guides. They
provide large radius, low friction guides for abrupt
direction changes in the tape path - particularly at

the vacuum column openings.

Tape Cleaner

Just before the tape passes over the head (in the
forward direction), it passes over a suction tape
cleaner that removes loose dust and tape debris. The
cleaner is connected into the vacuum system, and the
collected debris is vented out the back of the transport
through one of the cooling fans. The svirface of the
cleaner is highly polished and the edges of the holes
over which the tape passes are carefully chamfered to
prevent abrasion of the tape's recording surface. Like
the surface of the head, the suction tape cleaner
should be cleaned only with soft cotton applicators.

LOCATING BOT/EOT REFLECTORS

HUB END

RECORDING _,
AREA

0.03-IN MAX

EOT

0.498
PHOTO REFLECTIVE + 0.002 IN.

MARKERS
RIM END

REFERENCE

EDGE

HUB END .^/^Vi:::^^ RIM END

BACK SIDE

MAGNETIC
SIDE

FRONT VIEW
SCHEMATIC OF TAPE WINDING

0.001

9

+ 0.0003 IN.

DG-00770

MAGNETIC SIDE

(DULL)
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Write Lock Switch Assembly

The write lock switch is a sensing assembly that

determines whether or not a tape file mounted on the

transport is write protected. The assembly is shown
below. It consists of a sensing pin, a micro-switch, a

solenoid, and a spring. The sensing pin is aligned with
the write lock groove on the back of tape reels. When
an enabling ring is mounted in the groove, the

solenoid pin is depressed, opening a switch with two
effects: first the solenoid is energized to retract the

sensing pin to prevent scraping; then the write and
erase current driver circuits are connected to the dc

voltage supply. (Write current does not actually flow

through the heads unless the write current drivers

are enabled, viz. during an erase or data writing

operation.) To prevent undue scraping of the sensing

pin against a write enabling ring, the pin is retracted

at the beginning of a tape BOT operation, whenever
the ring is detected.

1
WRITE LOCK SWITCH

MOUNTING
FLANGE
/

^^/ SOLENOID

MICROSWITCH

^^x. -^
^m

SENSING ^ k^ ^^ \.y^^^^ CABLE

'^
<^f^^'""'°

DG-0US2 ^J-''

Control Panel

The control panel contains all the operator controls

and indicators (the switches and lights mount on the

control printed circuit board behind the recording

deck.) Refer to Chapter II for a discussion of the

control panel fimctions.

CONTROL PANEL

DG-0484i
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Printed Circuit Boards

There are two printed circuit boards mounted behind
the recording deck. The largest circuit board mounts
vertically on two brackets attached to the casting and
measures approximately 15" x 23". It contains the
data handling electronics, the capstan servo system,
part of the control circuitry and part of the reel servos
system (less power amplifiers). A smaller circuit

board containing most of the control logic associated

with the operator's panel mounts horizontally behind
the casting. The control board plugs directly into the
main board without a cable. Rocker switches,

indicators and the thumbwheel switch for the
operator's panel mount directly on the control board.

All of the operator's panel switches and indicators can
be removed at once by removing the control logic

board. These two boards and their mounting positions

are shown below.

CASTING-MOUNTED BOARDS

MAIN PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

nG-0485B RFAR viFW riF rA<;TiMr;
CONSOLE BOARD
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TRANSPORT ENCLOSURE

Vacuum Blower Assembly

The vacuum blower creates the vacuum needed to

operate the vacuxrai tape buffers; it is shown in the

illustration below. It consists of an ac induction

motor, a starting capacitor, a centrifugal blower, a

solenoid- actuated flap valve, a cable, a drive belt,

pulleys, a mounting plate and assorted mounting
hardware. The motor and centrifugal blower are

fastened to the mounting plate in flxed positions; a

semi-elastic flat belt drives the blower. The belt is

self-tensioning, so that no adjustment is required. The
flap valve mechanism is attached to the blower outlet

with a short length of flexible tubing and secured with
hose clamps.

The blower motor is turned on ajid the flap valve

opens when the TTL signal REMOTE ENERGIZE II

asserts. Air is drawn into the inlet of the blower,

placing the main vacuum manifold at a negative

pressure approximately 30 inches of water. The flap

valve provides quick release of the vacuxim system
when the blower is shut down by closing the blower's

outlet. Shutdown is quicker with the flap valve than
with normal coasting of the blower after power is

removed. This is particularly important when the

interlock system detects a failure and disables the

servos, for residual vacuum in the tape columns could

damage the tape when the servos are first turned off.

The entire assembly mounts on four rubber spacers,

bolted to the rear of the transport enclosure. The four

bolts holding the assembly to the enclosure are

accessible from behind the enclosure. A grounding
strap is installed between the mounting plate and the
transport enclosiu"e.

An alternate drive pulley (on the motor shaft) and
solenoid are required for 50Hz or high altitude

operation.

An access plate on the rear of the transport enclosure

can be removed to expose the blower assembly and
allow maintenance personnel to change the drive belt.

VACUUM BLOWER ASSEMBLY

GROUND
STRAP

FLAP

VALVE

AC DRIVE MOTOR
AND STARTING
CAPACITOR

CENTRIFUGAL
BLOWER

INLET

DG-04762
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Power Supply

The transport power supply provides low voltage dc

power at several levels to energize the servo and logic

circuits. The power supply components mount within

the transport enclosure as shown in the following

figure. There are five major subassemblies;

• AC relay module

• Power transformer and resonating capacitor

• Rectifier and filter pan

The ac relay module is a removable subassembly that

mounts on a subplate at the rear of the enclosure. It

houses the ac power cord, line fuses, and solid state

relays that distribute ac power to the power supply,

blower and fan.

The ferro-resonant Twjwer transformer converts the

ac line voltage to several coarsely regulated voltages

for the power supply.

The rectifier and filter pan converts the ac outputs

from the transformer to filtered dc voltages for the
transport'. The removable pan also supports a five pole

dc circviit bretiker that protrudes through the rear of

the enclosure.

The regulator and power amplifier board contains

circuits that regulate +5 volts and control some of the
dc outputs from the rectifier and filter pan. It also

contains the power amplifiers for the reel motors. The
base of the card fits into a slot in a support bracket,

and four screws secure the card. It is covered by a

black plastic air plenum that channels air from the
cooling fan across the heat sinks.

CAUTION AC power is always present

within the power supply assembly whenever the

transport is plugged into a live ac line. To avoid

a dangerous electrical shock, do not remove the

plastic protective cover over the ac relay

module.

POWER SUPPLY

REGULATOR AND
POWER AMPLIFIER BOARD

COOLING FAN

AC RELAY MODULE

POWER TRANSFORMER AND
RESONATING CAPACITOR

RECTIFIER AND FILTER PAN

DG-04S86
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Air Flow and Ventilation

One compact faji provides ventilation for the
transport as shown in the illustration below. It draws
air into the enclosure around the edges of the

recording deck casting, and exhaiists it out the left

side.

Internal Wiring and Cables

VENTILATION OF THE TRANSPORT

There are three major cables which distribute logic

and servo power and certtiin logic signals between
printed circuit boards. Subassembly cables connect
subassemblies in the transport enclosure or on the
front casting to appropriate connectors on printed

circuit boards. There are subassembly cables

associated with the ventilating fans, the vacuum
blower, the servo transducer, the BOT/EOT sensor,

the write lock switch, the capstan and the
transcription heads.

Cable Connectors

The sketch below shows how some of the cable

connectors are assembled. A small detent on each pin
in the plugs must be depressed to remove the pins

from the connector body.

ASSEMBLING CABLE CONNECTORS

DG-01283
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CHAPTER IV

DATA RECORDING

INTRuDLJLTiuN
Digital data is transferred from the computer memory
via the Data Channel in sixteen bit words and written

on magnetic tape in nine parallel tracks. Data read

from the tape is assembled into sixteen bit words and
transferred to the computer memory, A more
complete description of the data transfer

characteristics is included in the technical manual for

the 6026 tape subsystem controller (DGC No.

015-000081).

This chapter describes (a) the circuits that receive

data from the tape subsystem controller and record it

on tape; (b) the circuits that read data from tape, and
send it to the controller. The be^inninff of this section

presents a brief review ofdata recording principles.

ENCODING TECHNIQUES
The 6026 transport subsystem uses two very different

techniques to encode binary data to a suitable

recording format. Both techniques must allow reliable

binary data and clock recovery from the encoded read

data. They must also support some kind of error

detection should the recording mechanism fail.

IV- 1 of 14
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NRZI

The non-return to zero's inverted (NRZI) technique is

used when moderate storage denisty is sufficient. It

records a flux transition in the center of the frame for

each bit (track) that contains a one. The absence of a
flux transition therefore indicates a zero. Note,
therefore, that if a one is present but not identified, it

is interpreted as a zero. A longitudinal redundancy
(parity) check (LRC) must therefore be used to detect
this typ)e of error.

The NRZI encoding scheme is not self-clocking. A
given track could contain a long string of zeros,

making it impossible to recover a clock. The NRZI
technique therefore requires the clock circuits to
examine all the bits in the frame in order to recover a
clock (the odd parity bit guarantees that at least one
bit will be a one). This makes the playback
mechansim sensitive to skew. (It is physically
impossible to record the bits in the frame along a
straight vertical line. The deviation of the bits from
this line is called skew.) When tapes are interchanged
between transports, the skew could become large
enough to move the bits into adjacent frames, which
woiild result in data errors (this is the largest source
of NRZI errors). Vertical redxmdancy (parity) check
(VRC) and cyclic redundancy check (CRC) must be
used to detect this type of error.

PE

The phase encoded (PE) technique is self-clocking and
offers reduced error rates and higher storage density.
The hardware is much more complex and expensive
however, and higher quality recording tape is

required. PE records flux transitions for both ones and
zeros. It records a positive going transition at the
center of a frame for each bit (track) that contains a
one, and a negative going transition for a zero. In
order to maintain the proper flux polarity, PE must
record flux corrections between successive zeros or
successive ones. This makes the maximum flux
reversal density twice the bit density (3200 flux
changes per inch (fci) for 1600 bits per inch (bpi)).

Note that, unlike NRZI, the PE technique
distinguishes between the presence of a zero and the
absence of any signal, such that dropout errors are
detected immediately. The 6026 trcmsport examines
each track for a steady chain of flux reversals, and
shuts down the read circuit for any track that goes
dead. VRC can therefore be used to detect all PE
errors.

PE has another advantage. A clock signal can be
readily recovered from each individual track. This
allows the playback circuits to tolerate many frames
of skew. Individual phase locked loops and deskew
fifos in the controller recover the clocks and deskew
the data. A coded burst at the beginning of the record
synchronizes the phase locked loops. This has the
added advantage of minimizing the effect of noise in
the inter-record gap (irg).

NRZI WAVEFORMS

FRAME

WRITE
SIGNAL
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1

1

1 1 ' 1 I
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RECORDING PRINCIPLES

The 6026 transport uses standard techniques for

recording data. Data is recorded as a series of

magnetic "events" or flux reversals. The following

discussion is a simple introduction to a basic

imderstanding of magnetic heads (both read and

write) and the nature of digital magnetic reocrding.

Conceptually, reading and writing digital data on

magnetic tape are straightforward processes;

although to efficiently implement them is a

sophisticated art. It is important to realize that the

reading process is a transition-detecting process. The
construction of the read head dictates that the head

can sense only the transitions between magnetic

levels, not the levels that result from such transitions.

This is directly analogous to the action of edge

triggered logic commonly used throughout the digital

industry (e.g., the clock input of a D-flip-flop).

Ckinsequently, the important considerations

regarding the write head are those which directly

relate to causing a magnetic transition-event at the

read head.

First consider how magnetic transitions are written

on tape.

Writing Data

The write head is an electromagnet shaped like the

letter "C". Whenever current flows through the coil, a

magnetic field is set up in the region named the gap. If

the head or electromagnet were large enough, the

direction of its field could be detected with a compass.

The behavior of this imaginary compass illustrates

how the field in a head behaves.

WRITE HEAD

GAP

DG-0i263

CURRENT

k~p- J««T,C

If the compass were placed in the gap while current

was flowing through the coil, the compass would

orient itself across the gap with its North pointer

directed toward one side of the gap. Now, if the

current in the coil is reversed, the compass would

suddenly swing around with "north" pointing to the

opposite direction. This is becaiise the direction of the

magnetic field across the gap depends on the direction

of current in the magnetizing coil.

CURRENT REVERSED

^-^
DG-01S64

The recording surface of magnetic tape is a thin layer

of magnetic particles that behave like tiny compasses.

Clusters of these particles, called domains, will tend to

align with a strong magnetic field, and remain so

aligned, indefinitely, after the field is removed. (Of

course a subsequent field can realign the position of

these magnetic domains.)

RANDOM DOMAINS-

lUIAGNETIC FIELD

MICROSCOPIC DOMAINS
(GREATLY EXAGGERATED)
ARE ALIGNED BY
WRITE HEADS FIELD

TAPE MOTION

DG-0126S
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As tape moves over the write head, the domains align

themselves with the magnetic field as they pass across
the gap. Each time the write current reverses, the
resultant field will reverse and a boundary will be
produced on tape with the domains on either side of
the boundary pointing in opposite directions. The
boundary is often called a flux reversal.

This flux reversal is the magnetic "event" which
stores encoded information.

ALIGNED DOMAINS-

BOUNDARIES OR
"FLUX CHANGES'

DG-01266

Reading Data

The read head is made just like the write head except
the coil is connected to an amplifier instead of a
ciurent driver. A low amplitude pulse is produced by
the read head whenever a flux reversal recorded on
tape crosses the gap. The amplified pulses are
interpreted by the read circuits to recover binary
data.

It is possible to xise the same "electromagnet" for both
reading tuid writing by switching coil connections
between a current driver and an amplifier to first

write and then read the tape. If, however, separate
heads are used, with the read head positioned
"downstream" from the write head, data can be
verified almost immediately, as it is written, without
having to back up the tape to reread that section. This
capability is called "read after write" or "dual gap"
and is standard with Data General magnetic tape
equipment.

In practice, the read and write heads are quite small,
and positioned 0.15 inches apart. Nine read after write
heads are stacked side by side to provide multi-track
recording.

DUAL GAP-

-9-TRACK
DUAL GAP
ASSEMBLY
(READ AFTER WRITS

0.150

TAPE MOVES
AS SHOWN

DG-01267
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Recording Format

The terms "bit", 'TDyte", "frame", "record" and "file"

are described below to perhaps reduce industry-wide
ambiguity in their use. These descriptions conform
with the most generally accepted common usage.

Bits

Data is stored as a "magnetic event" on the tape by
the write head in the transport. As the tape moves
past the write head, a sequence of data bits are
written in each track along the length of the tape. The
number of data bits per inch (bpi) determines the
data density for that transport. 6026 transports can
be selected to operate at two densities, SOObpi and
leOObpi.

Bytes and Frames

Industry compatible tape transports contain 9 write
heads, allowing simultaneous recording of a number
of parallel tracks along the length of the tape. The
data bits written simultaneously by a nimiber of
heads, one bit in each track, define a frame on the
tape. Each frame, therefore, appears across the width
ofthe tap>e.

A frame is generally composed of a number of data
bits and one odd parity bit. The odd parity bit is

calculated to make the number of "ones" in the frame
odd. This guarantees at least one "one" per frame to
allow NRZI clock recovery. The data bits in a frame
are collectively called a byte. The tape contains an
8-bit byte of data and a parity bit in each frame.

FRAME

CHANNEL

4

6

1

2

P

3

7

FORWARD MOTION
(HEAD RELATIVE TO TAPE)

>-

F .

R
.

a'
M'
E

"

7
REFERENCE EDGE
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Since DGC computers utilize a 16-bit word length,

two bytes from the tape form one computer word as

shown below.

DATA TRANSFER

9-TRACKA/VORD IN MEMORY

BYTE1 BYTE 2

7 8 IE

DG-00976

)

Records

Because the amount of data stored on magnetic tape
usually contains several related computer words, the
pairs of bytes on the tape for each word are grouped
together to form records. Successive records are
ctA-no-no fqH fy.

gaps are d.c. erased and contain no flux transitions.

The tape transport can only stop the tape in one of

these interrecord gaps (IRG). The record is the
smallest possible unit of addressable information on
the tape.

RECORDS

{
B
Y
T
E

B
Y
T
E

a
Y
T
E

B

T IR6
E

B

E

bI

'I

IRG ?
E

, .
1
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RECORD N

}-00977

RECORD N + 1
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The format of a record differs for NRZI and PE. When
data is recorded in NRZI format, a record contains a

data field, a cyclic redundancy check character

(CRCC) and a longitudinal redundancy check
generator (LRCC). The CRC character is accumulated
over the data field. The LRC character establishes

even parity for each track in the record. (The LRCC
causes the flux direction to be reset.)

Files

The computer program groups several records
together into a file. Files are separated by special file

marks. For NRZI, a file mark consists of a single

character record consisting of an ASCII DC3 (023 9)

followed by an LRCC. For PE, a file mark consists of

32 to 128 frames with "zeros" recorded in tracks 0, 2, 5,

6, 7 and P, and with tracks 1, 3 and 4 dc-erased.

NRZI RECORD FORMAT-

-» FORWARD MOTION (HEAD RELATIVE TO TAPE)

REFERENCE
EDGE

IRG DATA 3

(12 NULL

CHARACTERS CHAR
MINIMUM)

CRCC

IRG

LRCC

DG-04696

When data is recorded in PE format, a record contains

a preamble (to synchronize the clock), a sync byte (to

define the start of the data field), a data field, a sync
byte (to define the end of the data field) and a

postamble.

PE RECORD FORMAT

- FORWARD MOTION (HEAD RELATIVE TO TAPE!

7
REFERENCE

EDGE

IRG PREAMBLE
(40 ZERO
BYTES)

POST- IRG

AMBLE
(40 ZERO
BYTES)

SYNC
(ONE'S

DG-04697 BYTE)

SYNC
ONE'S
BYTE)

Note that the PE record format is symmetric. This

allows both forward and reverse reads. The 6026 tape

subsystem does not, however, implement reverse

reads.

FILE MARKS

CHANNEL

4

6

1

2

P

3

7

5

DG-0484S

I
NRZI

Tape Tabs

Reflective strips mark the physical beginning and end
of the tape. The beginning of tape (EOT) marker
locates the beginning of the recorded data. The PE
format records an identification burst in the vicinity

of the EOT marker. The end of tape (EOT) marker
locates the approximate end of the recorded data
(data may be recorded up to ten feet beyond the EOT
marker).

BOT MARKER LOCATION

1.7 INCH

MIN

-3.0 INCH MIN-

OS INCH

MIN.

FIRST RECORD

B̂OT

DG-04698

IDENTIFICATION BURST
IN PARITY TRACK (PEONLY)

REFERENCE EDGE

TAPE MARKERS, RECORDING AREA AND WINDUP

BACK SIDE- RECORDING

-

AREA

/
RIM

END

DG-04699

-16 + 2FT- -lOFT-

RIM END

3[

-25 + 5/-0FT-

HUB
END

•ATTACHED TO BACKSIDE (SHINY/NON-OXIDE SIDE) OF TAPE

MAGNETIC SIDE
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WRITE CIRCUITS
The data writing path consists of a nine bit wide data
bus receiver (character plus parity), a deskew register

and the write current drivers. Data flows from left to

right in the simple diagram shown below. Only one
channel is shown.

\A/DiTC Qi r>r\^ rMAr^DA^/l

.16

^ WRITE
Vi/ CURRENT

DESKEW TOGGLE
ONE SHOT FLIP FLOP WRITE

HEADL- ^
-^r^-

Q
WRITE
RESET J

DATA ^y-^^
:

WRITE ___y D-

WRITE T^
ENABLE

DG-04700

Write Driver

The data lines are sampled on the leading edge of the
data strobing signal from the controller. In channels
where the data line is asserted, the current through
the write head will reverse and a flux reversal will be
recorded on tape. In order to ensure that the flux

reversal on tape will be as sharp as possible (to reduce
spurious noise), the write current drivers operate at

50mA for NRZI and 22mA for PE. In PE mode, the
drivers boost the cvirrent to 38mA for the first 1.2

to improve the playback signal.

sec

When power is first turned on at the transport, or

drivers are initialized to a specific current direction

(even though the windings are not actually energized
until a writing operation occurs). This initial

condition can be arbitrtirily called the plus (+ )

current direction with the resulting magnetic field on
the tape being ctdled +(p. The reversed current and
field are then called - and +0, respectively.

At the conclusion of a data transfer to tape, any
number of the write windings may be in the negative
or reversed condition, depending whether the number
of flux reversals recorded in that track was odd or
even. All of the windings are forced back to the initial,

or positive, current direction when the write reset

signal from the tape controller asserts. (This happens
in NRZI mode only.)

The flux reversal resulting from any write winding
going from negative to positive on the write reset

channels means that the number of flux reversals in
every track must be an even number, the character
recorded is a parity character with each bit

completing an even parity condition for its track. This
character is often called the longitudinal redundancy
check character or LRCC. (Note that only NRZI
records an LRCC.)

In keeping with industry-wide formats for 9-track
NRZI data recordin**, the ta^^e controller sends the
reset signal to write the LRCC on tape as the last

character of a data record, separated by three
character-periods from the previous character.

Static Deskew

Ideally, the nine individual segments in the write
head are aligned in a straight line perpendicular to

the tape, so that data characters are written without
skew. In practice, manufacturing tolerances preclude
such ideal heads, and a small but perceptible skew
pattern is usually present. An adjvistable monostable
multivibrator (or "one shot") in each channel can be
used to insert short delays, where appropriate, to

compensate for the static skew of the head.

While the leading edge of the write strobe signal

clocks the data character transferred between the
tape controller and the transport, the trailing edge of

the deskew one shot initiates the start of a

current-reversal in a write head. The effects of static

or geometric skew on the write head can be nearly
eliminated, so that the data character is written on
tape in a straight line across the tape.

The write deskew register is adjusted using a master
skew tape, which is a precision standard, recorded
using special equipment. A master skew tape contains
successive frames of flux reversals written
perpendicularly across the tape without skew, and
with precise timing or spacing between frames.

Master skew tapes of exceptional quality are available

from several manufacturers.

The skew tape is iised to measure the amount of skew
in the read heads. The write circuits are then adjusted
to produce the same amount of skew. This method
assures that data is recorded without skew.
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Write Protection

The transport is equipped with write protection

facilities that are controlled by the position of its

write lock sensing pin, located behind the supply tape

reel near its hub. A groove is molded on the back ofthe

reels, and a plastic ring called an enabling ring can be
inserted into that groove. When the ring is removed,
the transport is write protected and data cannot be
written. The write lock sensing pin checks whether or

not an enabling ring is present on a tape reel. The
write lock sensing pin and its companion assembly are

described in Chapter II.

At the circuit level, write protection means that dc

power is not supplied to the write drivers (an opened
switch physically disconnects the write power supply

line ) and the signal W.L. asserts to notify the
subsystem controller that the transport is write

protected.

The heads are disconnected from their dc supply

voltage whenever the sensing pin extends into the

write lock groove of a tape supply reel. When a write

protected reel is mounted on the transport, even a

failure in the write circuits cannot destroy data. The
solenoid is de-energized and releases the sensing pin

whenever the vacuum, columns are turned off so that

the presence of an enabling ring is always checked at

the beginning of a tape loading operation.

Power Fail Protection

The write circuits incorporate an additional feature to

protect the transport from writing data during a

power failure. A logic circuit immediately disables the

write enable signal, effectively shutting off the write

current drivers. The clamp circviit is activated by the

power clear signal which goes false several

millisecor^s before the transport circuit performance
can degrade during failing power. The "early" shut

down of the write drivers prevents them from
glitching data to tape during power failure.

Erase

A full width, noncontact erase head is positioned

"upstream" from the write head. The erase head is

energized during all writing and erasing operations.

The erase head is disabled whenever the write lock

sensing pin is activated. The erase current is 50mA, or

150% of the saturation current for the erase winding.

This value of erase current gives -40dB erasure,

minimum, as tape passes near the energized erase

head. The tape does not touch the erase head, but

passes within 0.003 to 0.005 inches of it.

READ CIRCUITS -NRZI

The NRZI read circuits recover data and a clock from

flux reversals detected by the read head. They also

monitor the quality of the analog read signal, and
check for excessive skew.

Amplifier

A differential amplifier detects low level signals in the

read head, and provides a high level output for the

signal processing logic. Each flux reversal induces a

momentary voltage in the read head. The gain of each

amplifier is individually adjusted to give a nominal 12

volt peak to peak signal amplitude at the output for an
all ones pattern. (Note that different gains are

required for NRZI and PE. Thus, there are 18

individual adjustments. In this transport, the

adjustments for NRZI are totally independent of

those for PE. This means that service personnel can

adjust the gsiin for one mode without affecting the

adjustment for the other mode.)

Level Detectors

Two level detectors monitor the output of the read

amplifier. The low threshold detector checks that the

read signal meets a minimum playback threshold for

reliable read data recovery. The data recovery circuits

shut down if this threshold is not met. This threshold

is switched to a higher level for a read while write

operation.

The high threshold detector checks that the read

signal meets an acceptable playback threshold. It

signals a threshold error and disables the data latch if

the signal level is too low. A special read low threshold

command disables this detector to allow the transport

to read marginal tapes. This threshold is also

switched to a higher level for a read while write

operation to provide assurance of recording integrity.

Differentiator

A differentiator produces an output that is

proportional to the slope of the amplified read signal.

The differentiated signal therefore has zero crossings

at the peaks of the read signal. The bandwidth of the

differentiator (sensitivity to high frequency signals) is

set to filter out high frequency noise. (Note that the

bandwidth is switched to a higher cutoff frequency in

PE mode.)
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Zero Crossing Detector/Pulser

The zero crossing detector locates the zero crossings of
the differentiated read signal. It is actually two
comparators with their outputs exclusive-or'ed
together. One comparator has low hysteresis
(approximately 200 mv.). This means that its output
goes high when the differentiated signal goes
negative, and low when the signal goes positive. The
other comparator has high hysteresis. Its output goes
high only after the differentiated signal reaches a
preset negative level, and low at a preset positive
level. Because the differentiated signal has a slope in
the zero crossing zone, the zero crossing detectors
transition at different times. When the signal goes
negative, the first zero crossing detector immediately
goes high, followed shortly thereafter by the other
detector. The exclusive-or gate asserts during this
interim time period. The exclusive-or gate therefore
produces a pulse for each zero crossing, regardless of
polarity.

The hysteresis for the second comparator is switched
to a lower level while writing to insure detection of
erroneous (spurious) bits.

The exclusive-or gate drives a one-shot, which
provides a imiform data pulse. The one-shot is

disabled if the read signal does not meet low threshold
requirements.

Data Register

The data register latches NRZI one's pulses detected
by the zero crossing circuit. It holds the one until it is

cleared by the read clock. Note that the absence of a
pulse represents a zero. The latch therefore remains
cleared while the read clock strobes zeros to the
controller. As mentioned previously, the latch is

disabled if the read signal does not meet high
threshold requirements during a normal read or read
after write operation.

Data Strobe

The clock circuits examine each frame for "ones". The
first "one" to appear defines the beginning of the
frame and fires a chain of one-shots. The skew
one-shot defines a window in which all the remaining
"ones" must appear. This window extends one third of
the way into the frame. Any "one" that appears after
this time, but before data is clocked to the controller,

results in a no trespass (excessive skew) error. During
a read operation, data is clocked to the controller at
the midpoint of the frame. During a read while write
operation, data is clocked two thirds of the way into
the frame. The data clock fires an additional one-shot
that resets the data register.
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PE READ BLOCK DIAGRAM
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JNE SHOT

READ
DATA

READ CIRCUITS - PE

The PE read circuits recover a PE encoded data
stream from the flux reverseds detected by the read

head. They send PE data to the controller, which
recovers a clock and decodes the data. The PE circuits

monitor the read signal and cause a dead track fault if

flux transitions fail to appear at regular intervals in

the record.

Amplifier

The amplifier is the same as that for NRZI. Its gain is

adjusted to give a nominal 8 volt peak to peak signal

amplitude at the output of the differentiator for an all

ones or all zeros pattern (3200 fci).

Differentiator

The differentiator is the same as that for NRZI. It is

set to the wide bandwidth mode.

Zero Crossing Detector/Pulser

The zero crossing detector is the same as that for

NRZI. The one-shot is disabled if the read circuits

detect a dead track.

Data Register

The data register stores flux transitions (i.e., pulses

from the zero crossing detector). A positive flxix

transition sets the latch and a negative transition

clears the latch. The register therefore delivers PE
encoded data to the controller. A one-shot monitors
the output of the latch and the high hysteresis

comparator. It retriggers if pulses appear at regular

intervals. If the track goes dead, the one-shot times
out and disables the zero crossing detector until the

high hysteresis comparator again detects pvdses.
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CHAPTER V
REEL AND CAPSTAN SERVOS

INTRODUCTION
There are several self-contained electromechanical

systems within the tape transport that use analog

signeds. As such, they present different operating

principles than those that relate to most digital logic

circuits. These analog systems include the capstan

servo system and two vacuum column, tape reel

servos. (There are two independent reel systems, one

for each column and reel pair.) This chapter describes

these analog systems. It also describes a small section

of the transport's digital control logic that monitors

the servos' operation. These logic circuits form an
interlock, or failsafe, system that protects the tape

from damage if there is a servo failure. The circuits

use analog signals; they are discussed in Chapter IV.

The first part oi tnis cnapter will present some basic

principles of servo systems. Detailed descriptions of

the reel servos and the capstan servo are then
presented followed by a description of the failsafe

system.
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SERVO PRINCIPLES

A servo is any closed-loop, electromechanical,
feedback control system. The most important
characteristic of a servo is its ability to measure some
condition, determine the variation or "error" of that
condition from what is desired, and then take the
necessary action to reduce the error. The transport
servos contain four basic elements in one form or
another.

• A reference input that defines the desired output

• An output sensor

• A method for comparing the output with what is

desired

• An actuator or driver which changes the output

For instance, the capstan is controlled by a servo. The
simplified block drawing below shows how the four
basic elements of a servo work together to control the
capstan speed.

Power to rotate the capstaji is provided by the driver
circuit. A tachometer connected to that motor
produces an analog signal that is proportional to how
fast the capstan is spinning. This analog signal is

compared to a reference input that represents the
desired capstan speed. By comparing these two
voltages, it can be determined if the capstan is

spinning at the correct speed, or whether it's rimning
faster or slower than desired.

If the measured speed is too high, the capstan driving
circuit supplies less power and the capstan slows
down. If the measured speed is too low, more power is

provided to speed the capstan up. The servo
continually measures the output speed and
continually corrects the current supplied to the motor
to m.aintain precise speed.

GENERALIZED SERVO-

SIGNAL TELLS DRIVER

TO SPEED UP
OR SLOW DOWN

REFERENCE \

CAPST

CAPSTAN \
VOLTAGE

SERVO
COMPARATOR

\. CAPSTAN
MOTOR
DRIVE

MOTOR \

Vl
^^\

VELO
SIGN/

CITY

\L ^ TACHOMETER
(OUTPUT
TRANSDUCER)DG-oise5
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REEL SERVO
There are two reel servo systems, one for each vacuum
column euid reel motor combination. Each system
consists of;

• a vacuum-sensing transducer

• a preamplifier

• a summing ampliner

• a power amplifier

• a reel motor

• a vacuum column

• biascircmts.

The servos operate independently of each other, and
independently of the capstan servo.

The two tape buffer servos operate in the same
manner. Their organization is shown on this page.

(The vacuum columns are omitted.) Since the servo
components are located on several different

subassemblies, the diagram also shows where the
servo elements are located inside the transport.

The description that follows briefly svimmarizes the
operation ofthe reel servos. Each major element in the
servo is then described in detail. When the tane
biiffers are operating, a loop of tape is positioned in

each vacuum colimin. One end of the tape loop goes
around the captstan; for the purpose of this discussion
it can be considered securely held and motionless.

The other end of the tape loop goes to a tape reel

which can be rotated forward and backward by its

reel motor.

An error signal, proportional to the tape's position

above or below an equilibriimi point near mid column
is generated in the transducer. Pre-amplifier and an
amplifier in each reel-column servo system conditions
the signals from the pressure transducers and applies

them to the input of the reel drivers. The reel driver
controls servo power to the reel motor so it spins in

the correct direction to reduce the error signal until

the tape is at the equilibrium position. A single

adjustment is provided to set the location of the
o^uii.iui*iiiiii pGiriu ^viuixin GSiCix coxTimii.

REEL SERVOS

PART OF MAIN PC BOARD

TAKE UP SERVO
SUMMING
AMPL

SUMMING
AMPL

PART OF POWER SUPPLY
PC BOARD

TAKE UP SERVO

SEHVO DRIVE

SIGNALS ARE
INCLUDED IN

POWER SUPPLY
SECONDARY
CABLE

SUPPLY SERVO

SUPPLY REEL

MOTOR

VACUUM TRANSDUCER
(MOUNTS BEHIND

VACUUM COLUMNS!
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Vacuum Transducer

The pressure transducer generates an error signal

that is proportional to how far the tape loop is above

or below an equilibrium point in the vacuum column.

Several small sensing holes, drilled in a row within

the vacuum column, connect to a manifold machined

into the casting behind the column. When the tape

loop is in the column it divides the sensing holes into

two groups - those that "see" atmospheric pressure

and those that "see" vacuum. The average pressure in

the servo manifold will change in steps as the tape

moves up and down over the sensing holes inside the

column. The illustration at right shows how this is

done.

A small, spring-loaded pneumatic piston is connected

through a short tube to the manifold. The piston

moves within its cylinder in response to pressure

fluctuations in the servo manifold, and flexes a spring

arm on which two strain gauges are mounted. (A
strain gauge is an electromechanical transducer

whose resistance increases when it is stretched and

decreases when it is compressed.) As the spring arm
flexes, one strain gauge is compressed and the other is

stretched. The two strain gauges are connected in a

wheatstone bridge so the effects of temperature

fluctuations are minimized. A highly regulated

reference voltage is placed across the bridge, as shown
below:

TRANSDUCER-

+ Vref

FRONT
GAUGE

DG-01249

COLUMN
ADJ
(EQUILIBRIUM

POINTI

DIFFERENTIAL

PREAMP

MANIFOLD AND TRANSDUCER

SERVO MANIFOLD
BEHIND SENSING
HOLES

HJ

\

\

OPEN END (TOP)

OF COLUMN

TAPE LOOP

SENSING HOLES

VACUUM HOLES

CLOSED END (BOTTOM
OF COLUMN)

PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS
IN SERVO MANIFOLD MOVE
PISTON AND FLEXURE

AS FLEXURE MOVES BACKWARD
FRONT STRAIN GAUGE IS STRETCHED
REAR STRAIN GAUGE IS COMPRESSED
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The two series-connected strain gauges along with a

resistor network form a bridge circuit that includes
OT1 fi finish.TnoT^'^, f'.n sft^. ^.Vio ftni!! liVsT'mTTs tv^ittI". sV^t" ^. ri^

tape loop within each vacuum column. The
equilibrium point adjiistment establishes what
vacuum in the servo manifold will nearly balance the
bridge circuit. If the tape loop rises above the

equilibrium point, the vacuum in the transducer will

decrease and the bridge will go out of balance,

applying a low amplitude error signal to the servo

preamplifier. If the tape loop falls below the

equilibriimi point, the vacuum in the transducer will

decrease and an error signal of opposite polarity will

be presented to the preamplifier.

NOTE "Above"and "below" the equilibrium

point are not reckoned relative to the ceiling

and floor of the computer room, but to the open

end (top) and closed end (bottom.) of the

vacuum colum,n8.

The output ofthe bridge, measured to ground with an
oscilloscope, is nearly half of the reference voltage, or

5,3 volts, regardless of flexure position. The magnitude
of the differential input signal to the transducer

preamplifier is of the order of a few millivolts - even
for large flexure movement. The preamplifier gain is

extremely high, and it can saturate when the column
adjustment is badly misaligned. When the colimin

adjustment is correct, the error signal measured at

the output test pad of a preamplifier will remain less

than a volt (plus or minus) while the tape is at

equilibrium and can swing from about -3 volts to +3
volts as the capstan accelerates and decelerates.

Servo Preamplifiers

The preamplifiers in both servo loops are identical.

They are differential, scalar amplifiers which amplify
the low level signal from the transducers. Power for

the preamplifiers is taken from a special reference
supply, which provides highly regulated dc voltages of

+ 10.6 and -10.6 volts. The preamplifiers use precise

voltage supplies to ensure exceptional noise immunity
in the high-gain circuits,

An N-channel analog switch is used to enable and
disable the output of each preamplifier. The switch is

controlled by an additional switch that applies either

commutating diode.

When the servos are enabled, the cathode of the
commutating diode is connected to +15 volts. Because
the preamplifier output at full saturation is limited by
its supply voltage to 10.6Vdc the diode is always back
biased and the gate is allowed to float. A tracking
resistor is inserted bet^veen the source and the gate of

the analog switch to ensure that they remain at the
same potential. This is the fully ON condition for an
N-channel switch, and it is shown on the left in the
figure below:

TRANSDUCER PREAMPLIFIERS

PREAMPS POWERED
BY ±10 6 VOLTS SO
OUTPUT CANNOT
EXCEED ±10 6 VOLTS

RESISTOR
HOLDS
GATE AT / -f- DIODE
"$ VOLTAGE

+ 1 5 VOLTS

DG-01250

COMMUTATING

' ' ^
HELD AT

V LEAST 4

f VOLTS

\
BELOW

-15 VOLTS SOURCE

When the servos are disabled, the cathode of the

commutating diode is connected to -15 volts as shown
on the right of the same figure. Since the downward
saturation of the preamplifier is limited to -10.6 volts

by its supply voltage, the diode is always forward
biased and there will always be at least 4 volts from
gate to source on the analog switch (pinch off is 3

volts), to hold it fully off.
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Summing Amplifier and Biasing Circuits

The second servo amplifier stage in the two reel servo

systems are nearly identical. Each amplifier contains

three gain selectors which change the degree of

amplification [>erformed on the signal fin^m the first

amplifier in response to certain operating conditions.

Each contains a differentiator, so that not only the

error signal from the transducer, but also its rate of

change affect the response of the reel motors. Also,

each amplifier contains certain bias-supplying

circuits which are used during load, unload and
unwind sequences.

The gain selectors, differentiators, and the bias

circuits operate independently within each summing
amplifier and are described on the following pages.

SUMMING NETWORK-

FROM
TRANSDUCER -

PREAMP

DIFFERENTIATOR

CONTROl
SK3NAI-

(TTU

DG-012S1
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Gain Selectors

The three gain selectors change the amplification of

-igi;--
4.u_ j!:__4. i.'is.

reel servos. There is a full gEiin condition and three
reduced gain conditions. Full gain is realized

whenever the tape loop within a servo's vacutim
column is not in the immediate vicinity of that
column's equilibrium point and the transport is not
rewinding the tape. One of the reduced gain selectors

is active whenever the transport is not rewinding and
the other is active when the tape is in the immediate
vicinity of a vacuum colimin's equilibrium point. Both
reHliftfiH ^AIt^ ftolfw»t.nrQ mnv Ko oot.ivo Qimiilf.onAnncilYr

producing even more attenuation.

The equilibrium point gain reduction establishes a

"dead zone" near the center of a colxman so that the
servos will not continuously search for the exact

center of the column. This means that power
consumption by the servos will be reduced when the
tape buffers are idle. (The buffers can be considered
idle whenever the capstan is motionless.) This
significantly reduces the amount of heat generated in

the reel motors, the power amplifier and the power
supply.

The near-equilibrium g£iin reduction is implemented
by the switching action of two back to back,
series-connected, zener diode? 'vhich shunt part of the
input resistance of the svunming amplifier as shown:

GAIN SELECTOR

FROM
PREAMP

-wv
TO

A/W, ^ SUMMING
AMPL

o REWIND

DG-01252

As long as the voltage across the shvmted resistor, Rl,
does not exceed the zener breakdown voltage, the gain
of the amplifier remains the ratio of the op amp's
feedback resistance to the total input resistance. This
is the reduced gain condition. When the voltage across

the shvinted resistor exceeds breakdown, the apparent
input resistance to the op amp is reduced and the gain
increases to its "full gain" condition.

An additional reduction of the svunming amplifier

gain is in effect whenever the transport is not
rewinding. The transistor in the figiu-e above shows
how this is implemented. This gives the servo higher
gain dviring rewinding. This higher gain is needed to
accurately control the tape position in a column
during high speed rewinding.

The combined effect of the gain selectors on the dc
gain characteristics of the summing amplifier is

simimarized in the two graphs below. Only relative

values of gain and voltage are shown.

PPI ATI\/E r:AIM WAI I ICC .

RELATIVE GAIN VS. INPUT VOLTAGE (ABSOLUTE VALUE)

MAX

REWINDING GAIN̂ m 1 ĜAIN WHEN NOT
REWINDING

— -^,n \ , ... ^
ZENER '

THRESHOLDS

OUTPUT VOLTAGE VS. INPUT VOLTAGE (EXCLUDING DIFF. & BIASI

+VMAX

-VMAX

DG-01S53
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Differentiator

The output signal from the transducer is

differentiated and the result is also applied to the

summing node of the summing amplifier. This

differentiated value represents how fast, and in which

direction, the error signal is changing. As the error

signal's rate of change increases from the equilibrium

value, so does the corrective action taken by the servo

to bring the tape loop back near mid colimin.

Because differentiators are sensitive to noise, a glitch

filter is included in the circuit to prevent spurious

spike transients from overloading the servo. The
glitch filter is simply two diodes, connected in parallel

(with opposite polarity) as shown below:

If the output of the summing amplifier is monitored
with an oscilloscope, the interpretation of the

waveforms must take into consideration the presence

of the differentiated component. The behavior of a

differentiator is not generally intuitive, and presence

of the signal within the ampUfier output can be
confusing.

When the transport is rewinding, the relative weight

or proportion of differentiated component in the

amplifier output signal decreases because the gain of

the undifferentiated component increases during

rewind.

DIFFERENTIATOR

TO
SUMMING AMP

DG-04703
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Bias Circuits

Certeun dc bias signals can be applied to the summing
node of each summing amplifier. These signals cause

the reel motors to spin forward or backward at

appropriate, fixed rates; they are used during the
load, unload, and unwind operations. Three digital

signals apply these signals to the siimm.ing amplifiers.

The signals, their functions, and the magnitude of the
applied bias levels are tabulated below.

During the load sequence, LOAD TAPE, and SPIN
TAKE UP assert for 400 milliseconds shortly after the

vacuum blower is energized. Both reel m^otors then
spin in the direction that feeds tape into the vacuum
columns. Injecting tape into the vacuum columns in

this manner reduces the annoying squeal that is

typical of vacuum colimins as they first load tape.

CHie squeal is caused by the resonance of vibrating

tape stretched across the mouth of the vacuum
column.)

SUPPLY SERVO ONLY

-3.6 Vdc

3.7Vdc

Load sequence only:

spins supply reel CW.

Supply load and unwind;

spins take up CCW.

LOAD TAPE

SPIN SUPPLY

TAKE UP SERVO ONLY

-3.6Vdc Load and unwind;

spins take up CCW.
SPIN TAKE UP

The following diagram shows the organization of the
bias circuits and translators in the summing
amplifiers. The translators convert TTL-level logic

transitions to other, often higher, signal levels.

BIASING-

BIAS FOR TAKE UP REEL (TOPI

(EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT)

SPIN TAKE UP

TRANSLATOR
TURNS
Ql OFF

WHEN INPUT

IS LOW
I I,' SUMMING
_L AMPL

BIAS FOR SUPPLY REEL (BOTTOM)

(EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT)

TRANSLATOR
TURNS
Ql OFF

WHEN INPUT

IS LOW

I h^

TRANSLATOR
TURNS
02 OFF

WHEN INPUT

IS LOW

->-i-

V SUMMING
AMPL

DG-0i323

During an unload sequence, SPIN SUPPLY asserts for

about 2.5 seconds shortly after the vacuum blower is

turned off, and the vacuum colunms have vented. This
causes the supply reel motor (the bottom motor) to

slowly spin counterclockwise (looking from the front)

and gently wind onto the supply reel the tape that
had been looped in the columns.

When the vacuum col\mins are already unloaded and
an operator pushes and holds the unload switch (this

is called the unwind fvinction), two signals, SPIN

is held down. This ca^lses the supply reel to slowly

spin counterclockwise, unwinding the tape from the
take up reel and winding it onto the supply reel. The
bias voltages applied to the two summing amplifiers

are adjusted so that a nearly full 10.5 inch supply reel

spools the tap>e at the same rate the nearly empty take

up reel unwinds it. This minimizes tension on the
tape. For any other conditions such as when tape is on
a small supply reel or when there is a sizable length of

tape wrapped on the take up reel, the take up reel will

unwind tape faster than the supply reel can spool it

up. When this happens, as it might in an emergency
rewind, care should be taken to prevent tape from
cascading onto the floor.
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Motor Drivers

The output of the summing amplifiers is carried

through twisted-pair cables to the reel motor drivers

located within the power supply module. The driver

for each reel motor is similar to the scalar multiplier

building block previously described. There are,

however, two exceptions:

1. Input to the driver is differential rather than
single-ended;

2. A power amplifier provides the output signal

rather than the op)erational amplifier itself.

The differenticd input to the reel driver is used to

cancel spurious noise pickup in the cable between a

sxiinming amplifier and a reel driver. The power
amplifier is used because a reel motor can

momentarily draw over 20 amps, far exceeding the

direct sourcing capabilities of a single integrated

op)erational amplifier. Current shunt circuits in each

reel driver provide current to drive a reel motor from

the -1-12/20 volt and -12/20 volt (dc) servo power
supplies.

Each reel driver has two mirror-image current
amplifiers. One amplifier provides current from the
positive voltage when the motor rotates in one
direction; the other provides current from the
negative supply for the opposite motor rotation. The
feedback resistor that determines the gain for the
entire driver circtdt connects "downstream" from the
current soxirce to ensure that the voltage signal

applied to the reel motor accurately follows the input

signed to the reel driver.

The servo power supplies (-l-12/20Vdc and -12/20Vdc)

operate at the 12 volt level whenever the transport is

not rewinding. When the transport rewinds, the servo

supply voltages are increased.

REEL MOTOR DRIVER

FEEDBACK
RESISTOR

DIFFERENTIAL

INPUT

FROM
SUMMING
AMPL

POWER
AMPL FOR

FORWARD
ROTATION

POWER
AMPL FOR

REVERSE
ROTATION

/reel \_
i-l MOTOR i-i

i1 2/20 VOLTS i1 2/20 VOLTS

DG-012SS
SERVO
POWER
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Signal Polarity and Motor Rotation

The diagram on this page shows the direction a reel

moior roiates lor me signal

locations in the reel servos.

polarity at various

REEL SERVOS

PART OF MAIN PC BOARD

tVr.f

TAKE UP SERVQ_

SUPPLY SERVO

LOAD-»
BIAS

UNLOAD-* DRIVERS

PART OF POWER SUPPLY
PC BOARD

VACUUM TRANSDUCER

(MOUNTS BEHIND
VACUUM COLUMNS]

CLOCKWISE
ROTATION
IFROM

FRONTI

DG-012S7

PLUS SIGNALS
HERE ROTATE
REEL MOTORS CW
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CAPSTAN SERVO
The capstan servo system contains a capstan motor

and its summing/driver amplifier, a tachometer,

tachometer preamplifier, and motion and ramp
generators. There are separate ramp generators for

rewinding and for 75ip8 tape movement.

On this page, there is a functional diagram of the

capstan servo system. The diagram also indicates the

location of the servo elements within the transport.

Servo operation is briefly described in the next few

paragraphs; then each of the major servo elements is

described in more detail within the chapters that

follow.

All motion of the tape past the transcription head is

initiated and controlled by the capstan servo. Tape

wraps 180 degrees aro\md the no-slip siirface of the

capstan, and whenever the capstan motor turns, the

tape moves accordingly.

TTL signals within the transport assert and initiate

forward and reverse motion at 75ips or initiate

rewinding at 200ips. The binary signals act through

translators to apply certain voltage levels to the ramp
generators. The ramp generators use these voltages to

precisely control the acceleration ajid deceleration of

the capstan.

There are two ramp generators. One ramp generator

controls acceleration to and deceleration from 75ips,

while another performs the same functions for

rewinding.

An error signal from the tachometer, proportional in

magnitude to the velocity of the capstan, is used to

accurately control the speed of the capstan motor. The
error signal is subtracted from the output signal of the

ramp generator in the svtmming/driver amplifier. The
resultant servo signal is amplified through a current

amplifier to spin the capstan motor.

An analog switch in the summing/driver amplifier

disables the capstan servo and stops the capstan

motor if there is a failure in the transport

servo-mechanisms.

CAPSTAN SERVO

2D8 2D8

REWIND
ACCEL AND GO
DECEL AND STOP
TRANSLATOR

REWIND
RAMP
GEN

2C8

REVERSE ACCEL AND GO
DECEL AND STOP
TRANSLATOR 2C6,2C7

2C8

FORWARD ACCEL AND GO
DECEL AND STOP
TRANSLATOR

l-H 75IPS

FOR/REV

RAMP GEN

-JVW-

^WV

207

FREQUENCY
SHAPING
FILTER

-A/VA/-

2B8,2C8

GRID REFERENCES REFER TO DWG NO. 001 -000556

EXCEPT FOR (•) WHICH IS DWG NO. 001 -000573

DG-01SS8

2A4

DWG 573
1B2

1D2

=- POWER SUPPLY
SECONDARY

CABLES

CAPSTAN RETURN
^ IS ISOLATED

FROM LOGICAL

/ GND EXCEPT AT
POWER SUPPLY

SERVO
POWER
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Motion Selection and Ramping, 75ips

Acceleration and deceleration for all 75ip8 tape

movements are initiated within the transport's local

control logic throiigh the action of two signals:

FORWARD and REVERSE. When either signal

asserts, a translator applies an appropriate reference

voltage to the input of the 75ip8 ramp generator.

When the reference voltage is positive, the capstan

accelerates the tape forward and continues moving
while the reference voltage is present. A negative

signal causes reverse motion.

When a motion control signal asserts for any 75ips

tape motion, its leading edge causes the ramp
generator to begin a precisely controlled voltage ramp
from zero volts to the value of the reference voltage.

The transition of the asserted signal to its false

condition removes the reference voltage from the

ramp generator, initiating a deceleration ramp to zero

volts. Logical interlocks prevent control signals for

both forward and reverse motion from asserting

HiTniilt.nneoiislv,

The illustration on this page shows the functiontd

organization of the motion selectors and the ramp
rfej^oj»atQT» frji* 75iDS movements. The acconiDanvin^

waveforms show the signals throughout the network
and how they change in response to motion
commands.

The ramp generator is a two stage, gain-of-one,

amplifier with a precisely limited slew rate that

converts the step-transition signal from the

translators to a straight-line ramping transition. For
accelerating and decelerating the capstein, the

ramp-time is 5.0ms.

The first stage of the two stage rarup generator has an
approximate gain of 1000. Because of this, a voltage

signal from the translator drives the first stage into

saturation and the clamping diodes hold the signed V
ramp at plus or minus 11.2 volts. Feedback is applied

to the first stage from the output of the ramp
generator through a resistor as shown. When the

ramp reaches 11.2 volts, the feedback will "turn off'
fi-\>^owc*^«

and non-inverting inputs will be the same. V ref

voltage).

75IPS RAMPING

FORWARD —

CUT OFF BY

FEEDBACK
THROUGH
RESISTOR

DG-01259
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Motion Selection and Ramping, 200ips

Acceleration and deceleration for rewinding is

initiated by the binary signal REW(l). When the

signal asserts, a negative reference signal is applied to

the ramp generator. The reference voltage is removed

when the control signal goes false.

The ramp generator changes the step-transition

output signal from the translator to an exponential

ramp of about SOOms duration.

A functional diagram of the rewind selecting and

ramping circuits is shown below with appropriate

waveforms. The organization and operation is similar

to that xised for 75ips. However, the tolerances for

rewinding are less stringent than for tape processing,

and consequently, the feedback-controlled ramp
circuits used for 75ips are not needed.

200IPS RAMPING

-15

REWd)
TRANSLATOR

TURNS Q
OFF WHEN
INPUT HI

-V ref

-tr
+5

Vout

TO CAPSTAN
DRIVER

+5

REW(1)0

-Vref

MAX

\_^
DG-OiSeO
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Velocity Control Tachometer

The tachometer, piggy back mounted with the
capstan motor, generates an analog signal whose
magnitude is proportional to the capstan's rotational

velocity. This signal is used to calculate a servo error
signal that controls the acceleration and deceleration

of the capstan motor. The manner in which this is

done is shown in the series of waveforms below.

In effect, the tachometer signal is subtracted from the
reference signal of the ramp generator. When the
capstan is initially at rest, the error signal that starts

its motion is nearly the full output of the ramp
generator. As the capstan begins to accelerate, the
tachometer output increases and the error signal

calculated in the servo diminishes. Eventually, the
error signal will reach a minimiim with the capstan
rotating at the desired speed. (The error signal will

never reach zero volts since some small amount of

torque will be required by the motor to overcome
friction.)

The organization of the tachometer and its

preamplifier is shown below. The tachometer output
is divided through a trimtxit that lirnviHes m?.

adjustment for setting the capstan velocity. The filter

is needed to eliminate high frequency resonance
between the capstan servo and the tachometer. The
combination preamplifier and third order filter has a

dc gain near -1 with flat response to IkHz. Above
IkHz, the filter cuts off sharply (-60dB/decade), and
effectively blocks all signals above 2kHz.

TACHOMETER FEEDBACK

X
VOL
ADJf ^

TACH ;

THIRD

ORDER
FILTER

•

Y
,

1

BUFFER
TO CAPSTAN
DRIVER

DCGAINs;!

EXTREMELY HIGH

ATTENUATIONX
/ ^^DOV t. 1 IM «.

"\ _ 60dB

\/^ Oct

-1 1 N>
IK 10K

DG-ouei
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Summing Amplifier and Motor Driver

The output signals from the ramp generator and from

the tachometer are combined (summed) in the

capstan summing/driver ampUfier. The ampUfier also

controls the power supplied to the capstan motor. A
fimctional diagram of the summing/driver amplifier is

shown below.

Feedback to the inverting (-) input of the amplifier is

taken from across a small resistor in series with the

capstan motor. This signal represents the current

through the capstan motor. That CURRENT
feedback, rather than VOLTAGE feedback, used in

this servo system is an important characteristic that

distinguishes the operation of the capstan servo from

the reel servos. Principally, it means that the error

signal developed in the capstan servo represents how
much the capstan motor must accelerate or

decelerate; whereas the error signals in the reel servos

represent the velocity and direction the motor must

rotate.

(In a dc motor, the rotational velocity is directly

proportional to the voltage applied across the

armature, while the torque developed in the motor is

directly proportional to the current through the

armature. For a low inertia motor of the type used to

rotate the capstan, acceleration of the armature will

be nearly proportional to the developed torque.)

Since velocity is simply the integral of acceleration,

the capstan motor is, in effect, an electromechanical

integrator; its output (velocity) is the integral of its

input (the armature current suppUed by the summing

and driving amplifier).

An important characteristic of an integrator is that

its output is relatively insensitive to noise; likewise,

the rotational velocity of the capstan is relatively

insensitive to noise in the capstan servo, and this

contributes favorably to the precision of the

transport's tape velocity control.

The feedback signal applied to the noninverting (+ )

input serves to cancel the effects of voltage drop and

noise pickup in the cable between the power supply

and the shunt current amplifiers.

The operation of an analog switch is described in

detail within the section describing the reel servo

preamplifiers. When the binary signal SERVO DIS

asserts, the translator apphes -15 volts to the gate of

the analog switch, forcing it fully off. The circuit is

then prevented from supplying current to the capstan

motor. If the failsafe system disables the servos while

the capstan is rotating, fi:iction will quickly stop the

motion.

There are two linear current amplifiers, identical in

operation, that control current from the servo supply

through the capstan. One amplifier controls positive

current to the capstan; the other controls negative

current.

The power supply delivers power to the servos at

either high (+20Vdc) or low (+ 12Vdc) voltage

depending on the present transport operation. Low
voltage is supplied whenever the transport is not

rewinding. High voltage power is supplied during a

rewind to provide additional power for the high speed

motion.

CAPSTAN MOTOR DRIVER-

RAMP SIGNAL

SUBTRACT TACH

FEEDBACK RESISTOR

VAi

DG-0126Z

CURRENT
AMPL
(FORWARD)

CURRENT
AMPL
(REV)

CAPSTAN
MOTOR

POWER
SUPPLY
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SERVO DISABLING INTERLOCKS
' I'hfs t','!*fl.TSPITV^T*t'. RfiT*Vri mt".fi7*lflfllcR TnfSTilt'.riT" P,fiT*t',H,in

parameters in the servo systems and, in the event of a

failvire, they affect an orderly shut down of the

systems in a manner that presents the least possible

damage to the magnetic tape. If there is an incorrect

voltage in any of the do power suppUes, an ac power

interruption, a leak in the vacuum system or a failure

in the servo amplifiers, the servo disabling system
Kgtfxns to shut down the servos. "Phe vacuum is

released, and the capstan and reel motors are

dynamically braked (0 voltage is applied to each) to

quickly stop all rotation. This leaves the tape slack

and undamaged, A functional diagram ofthe interlock

scheme is shown below:

DISABLING NETWORK

TTL, DIGITAL LOGIC

SERVO
FAILURE

MONITORS

SERVO
DIS

TRANSLATOR
TURNS
01 OFF

ON FAULT

RIGHT

TRANSDUCER
AND
PREAMP

N-CHANNEL
ANALOG
SWITCHES

LEFT

TRANSDUCER
AND
PREAMP

Y

TRACKING
RESISTOR

START/STOP
RAMP GEN

TACH
AND
PREAMP

SUMMING
AMPL

DG-01Z46

+15Vdc

-15Vdc

SUMMING
AMPL
AND
DRIVER

/

SUMMING
AMPL
AND
DRIVER

Absence of signals here

applies dynamic breaking

to all motors

CAPSTAN
DRIVER

i
ISOLATION

DIODE
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There are five vacuum-sensing switches which are

part of the servo disabhng system. Four of the

switches close at a vacuum of ten inches water; these

switches detect excursion of the tape past the inner or

outer extremities of the two vacuum columns. A fifth

switch, closing at twenty inches of water, monitors

the vacuum level in the primary vacuum manifold.

The placement of the switches and their electrical

configuration are shown below:

LIMIT SWITCHES

INNER VS -

EITHER INNER

SWITCH OPEN
IS FAIL

CONDITION

10 IN.

WATER

OUTER VS

EITHER OUTER
SWITCH CLOSED

CONDITION

DG-01247

OUTER SWITCH PORT

(TAKE UP SERVO)

INNER SWITCH PORT
(SUPPLY SERVO)

INNER SWITCH PORT
(TAKE UP SERVO)

MAIN VACUUM PORT

SENSING SWITCH

OUTER SWITCH PORT
(SUPPLY SERVO)

VACUUM> 20 —

•

MAIN SWITCH OPEN

IS FAIL CONDITION
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CHAPTER VI

POWER SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION

INTRODUCTION series pass regiUators provide accurately regidated

mi. onno ^ ^ , , , voltages for the more critical circiiits. An ac relay
The 6026 transport power supply controls and circuitenhancesoperatorsafetyandconvenience.lt
converts ac supply power to low voltage dc for the ^^^ ^ j^^ j^^^j ^^^^^^^ voltage to electronically
transport circuits and servo motors It employs a ^^^^^ ac power to the supply and blower. Finally.
ferro-resonant transformer to provide the coarse overvoltage and overcurrent detectors protect the
regulation needed for the servo circuits and motors;

g ^ ^^ transport circuits.
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SUPPLY SPECIFICATION

AC Power

Voltage Frequency Current

+ 10/-15% + 1 hz Idle / Operating / Max

100 60 3.5 5.5 6.5

120 60 3.5 5.5 6.5

100 50 3.5 5.5 6.5

220 50 3 4 4.5

240 50 3 4 4.5

DC Power

Voltage Tolerance
Current

Amps Max
Ripple

Vpp

Regulator Source
#

Destination

+ 12/20 10.5/18 to

13.5/22

17/4 1.5/0.5 xfmr PS servo motors

-12/20 -10.5/1 8 to

-13.5/22

-17/4 1 .5/0.5 xfmr PS servo motors

+ 15 13.5 to

16.5

2 0.8 xfmr PS servo amps

-15 -13.5 to

-16.5

1 0.5 xfmr PS servo amps

+5 4.75 to

5.4

4 0.2 LS PS

(+8)

control logic

+ 10.6 + 5% — ~ LS R/W
(+15)

servo pre-amps

capstan servo

-10.6 + 5% — 0.03 LS R/W
(-15)

servo pre-amps

capstan servo

+V 3 to

24
none PS remote energ.

DG-04672

' refers to the regulation method

xfmr=fen-oresonant transformer

LS= linear series pass regulator

" locates the source

PS=enclosure mounted power supply

R/W=read/write board

(the number in parenthesis indicates bulk supply voltage)
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I— SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION BLOCK DIAGRAM

AC LINE

DG-04659

I
POWER_ON/OFF LOAD/UNLOAD |

CIRCUITS
The block diagram shows the major components of

the power supply and distribution system. The ac

input is shown at the left, and the regulated dc
outputs appear at the right. AC power is fused and
filtered, and connected to the ac relay module. The
module produces a low level dc control voltage for the
the panel mounted power switch. The switched
control voltage energizes a solid state relay that
connects ac power to the constant voltage

transformer (CVT) and cooling fan. A second remote
energize module routes power to the vacuum pump.
(It derives its control voltage from the +5 VDC

lutput

The CVT outputs are rectified and filtered, and
provide seven coarsely regulated dc voltages. The
rewind logic controls a switch that allows the ±20
volt outputs to override the ±12 volt outputs; this

provides increased voltage to the capstan and reel

motors during a rewind operation. Preload resistors

stabilize the CVT ujider light load conditions. A two
pole dc circuit breaker prevents excessive current flow
on the ±12/20 volt outputs, and a three pole breaker
protects the ±15 and +8 volt outputs. Three linear

series pass regulators provide additional operating
voltages for the drive circuits, and an overvoltage

crowbar opens the three pole breaker if the +5 volt

output exceeds a preset limit.
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Fuses

The following table summarizes the
configurations:

fuse

LINE
VOLTAGE FREQUENCY NUMBER

OF FUSES
RATING
(AMPS)

120
100

220
240

60
50
50
50

1

2

2

2

8

8

5

5

The fuse(s) are accessible at the rear of the transport

enclosure.

AC Relays

In the interest of operator convenience and safety, the

ac circuits are energized from the operators panel

using a low level dc control voltage. The ac relay

circuits are shown in the following schematic

diagram. The control transformer is energized

whenever the transport is connected to the ac power
line; it operates over the full range of line voltages.

The transformer output is rectified and filtered to

provide a low level dc control voltage. The power
switch connects the control voltage to a solid state

relay that energizes the CVT and cooling fan. The
primary windings of the CVT are connected in series

for 220/240 volt operation. In this configuration, the
lower winding acts as an auto-transformer to provide

110/120 volts for the fan and vacuum pump. A second
solid state relay energizes the vacuum blower when a

tape is loaded.

AC RELAYS

POWFR TRANSFORMER PRIMARY

CONTROL
TRANSFORMER

AC
POWER

LINE

Of-

i +V

^>f

VACUUM
BLOWER r T~"*"

9 9,.
LOAD SOLID

STATE
RELAY

SOLID
CT^TC

RELAY

DG-04661
POWER
SWITCH.^

•—^- -^—' -*-

220/240V 100/1 20V

POWER TRANSFORMER JUMPERS"

1
B

ill

11
. 6

II III
II M»

7

DG-04660 LM10

NOTE:

1 . FOR 1 20 VAC 60H2, ADD JUMPERS 5 AND 6

2 FOR 1 00 VAC 50Hz, ADD JUMPERS 7 AND 8
3. FOR 220 VAC 50Hz, ADD JUMPER 9
4 FOR 240 VAC 50Hz, ADD JUMPER 1
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Constant Voltage Transformer DC Grounds Isolation

The structvire of a constant voltage transformer Certain major branches of the dc grounding circuit

magnetic shunt and resonant winding are added to

control the flxix linkage between the primary and
secondary windings. When the primary voltage (and
therefore the primary flux density) exceeds a

minimum value, the resonant winding saturates the
secondary half of the transformer core. This happens
irrespective of the amoimt of current flow in the
secondary windings. As the primary current rises, the
additional flux is short circuited through the
magnetic shunt, and does not link the secondary
windings. This mechanism maintains a fixed

secondary flux density, and regulates the secondary
voltages. Because the secondary core saturates at the
onset of each half cycle of the primary voltage, the
transformer inherently limits current in the
secondary windings and provides square wave
outputs.

eu-e Kepb Bbi-iubiy ISOlateu, oaTva \jiu3 uiie iuvctbluii Wiiei'6

they 8ure brought together. The write cxirrent return
(WRITE GROUND), the capstan motor return

(CAPSTAN GROUND), and the reel motor returns

are isolated from all other dc grounds that are

distributed and common throughout the transport.

This eUminates the possibility of ground loop and
common mode errors that could affect particularly

the write circuits if strict isolation were not
maintained. The ground retiuTis join at the filter

capacitor bus bar, which in turn is grounded to the
transport enclosure.

rnMQTAMT \/m ta^c tramqcqqmcd

CVT INPUT

i

f:

+ + t -t
^

^
?
\
n

f-
1

f
AJ—

^
^

fi

—

'

CVT OUTPUT

DG-0234S
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Voltage Regulators

The transport includes three voltage regulators. The
+ 5 volt regulator is located in the power supply and
the ±10.6 volt regulators mount on the read/write

board. They are all variations of the linear series pass

type, and are detailed below.

+5 Volt Regulator

The +5 volt regulator employs an integrated circuit

that includes a precision reference and a comparator.

The reference voltage is divided down to provide a
nominal 5.2 volt reference for the comparator. The
drive transistor controls the series pass transistor,

and feedback to the comparator stabilizes the output
voltage. A current sense resistor and associated

transistor limit the output ciirrent to a preset

maximum to protect the pass transistor from,

excessive power dissipation.

±10.6 Volt Regulators

The ±10.6 volt regulator is similar to the one
described above. It dispenses with the external pass

transistor and the current limiting circuit. The
nominal 7.15 volt reference is applied directly to the

comparator, and feedback from the output is divided

to set the proper output voltage.

The -10.6 volt regulator employs tin integrated circuit

comparator and an external pass transistor. It derives

its reference from the ±10.6 volt supply. A resistive

divider adds the reference and the output. The result

is zero volts when the output is equal to but opposite

from the reference. The comparator accepts a zero

volt reference (ground) and stabilizes the output
voltage. (The -10.6 volt regulator could be modeled as

a unity gain inverting amplifier with a ±10.6 volt

input.)

Over Voltage Protection

Over voltage protection is applied to the ±5 volt

output to protect the logic circuits shoiild the
regulator fail. If the ±5 volt output rises above
approximately 6.8 volts, a zener diode forward biases

an amplifier that fires a silicon controlled rectifier

(SCR). The SCR short circuits the ±15 volt output
and trips the three pole circuit breaker, which
disconnects ±15 volts and ±8 volts, and thereby
disables the ±5 volt regtilator.

As mentioned previously, the CVT transformer
provides inherent over voltage protection on the

±12/20 and ±15 volt outputs.

±5V REGULATOR

IC REGULATOR 0+8

r—VW 0+5

DG-0466S

+ 1 0.6V REGULATORS
IC REGULATOR

Eh^^CT*'
O +10.6

-10.6

-0-15

DG-04e63

CROWBAR CIRCUIT

\y TO OUTPUT
OF 5VdcJ-. ^^ ,^r ^ OF 5Vdc

ONE SEGMENT tU<M 1 Df""^ REGULATOR
OF+15VAND+8V ^_L k 7cwcdZENER

DIODE

IF REGULATOR GOES ABOVE
ZENERS RATING, SCR FIRES

AND TRIPS BREAKER

DG-04665
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APPENDIX A
DOCUMENTATION SUMMARY

DOCUMENTATiON SUMMARY
MANUALS
015-000079
015-000081

015-000080

015-000021

015-000028
010-000197

PRINTS

005-008581
001-001128
001-001157
001-001158
nm r\f\^ 1 en

Technical Manual 6026 Tape Transport

Technical Manual 6026 Tape Controller

Technical Manual 6026 Tape Transport

Field Service Maintenance Procedures

Programmers Reference Manual for Peripherals

Components Guide

6026 Tape Subsystem Installation Data Sheets

Documentation Package, 6026 Tape Transport

Schematic, Power Supply

Schematic, Console PCS
Schematic, Read/Write PCB

001 -001 1 75 Schematic, Tape Controller

001 -001 320 Schematic. Terminator

008-000433 Wire List, Vacuum Motor and Blower

008-000434 Wire List, Write Lock Switch

008-000435 Wire List. Power Supply Secondary

008-000436 Wire List EOT/BOT Sensor

008-000440 Wire List, Capstan Motor and Tachometer

008-000441 Wire List. Transducer

008-002037 Wire List. Power Supply To Reel Motors

008-002038 Wire List, Supply PCB To Relay

008-002039 Wire List, Power Pan To Supply PCB
008-002040 Wire List, Power Pan To Transformer

008-002041 Wire List, Power Pan Internal Cable

008-002042 Wire List, AC
008-002063 Wire List, Fan Cable

016-000477 IPB

01 6-000439 IPL, Relay PCB
1 6-00045 1 IPL, Power Supply PCB

01 6-000547 IPL, Console PCB
1 6-000607 IPL, Read/Write PCB

01 6-000606 IPL, Controller PCB
1 9-000036 Mag Tape 1 0.5 Inch Reel
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APPENDIX B
CONTROLLER INTERFACE

The following table lists the signals that are

exchanged between the tape transport and the tape
subsystem controller when the unit is On Line.

Location at the Back Panel

of a Data General Computer Location at the I/O Connector

Signal Name (The Tape Controller Slot) of a DGC 6026 Series Transport

Motion Control Signals to the Transport

RUN A73 8

REV B67 48

REWIND B69 49

SEL1 A75 7

SEL2 A78 4

SEL4 A79 19

Status Signals from the Transport

TUR (unit READY) B54 47

BOT B53 46

EOT B48 42

9CH A71 9

DENSiTY SOO B49 •O

REWINDING B11 30

W.L. (Write Protected) 836 39

DRIVE TYPE DM A63 13

NTP (Trespass Error) A81 20

LNH (Threshold Error) A47 17

+5V 2

TERM PWR 44

Data Writing Signals

WB. (P thru 7) (9 lines) A59(P);A87(0);A85(1); 15(P); 26(0); 24(1);

A89(2);A84(3);A91(4); 27(2); 21 (3); 3(4);

A86(5); 834(6); A83(7)

A77
23(5); 38(6); 27(7);

5WRITE STROBE
WRITE RESET A57 16

WRITE (Enable) A61 14

Data Reading Signals

RB (P thru 7) (9 lines) 838(P); 831(0); 840(1); 40(P); 37(0); 41(1);

825(2); 827(3); 813(4); 35(2); 36(3); 31(4);

815(5); 819(6); 823(7); 32(5); 33(6); 34(7);

READ (Enable) A76 6

READ STROBE A49 18

DG-04713
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WRITE (low true)

READ (low true)

RUN (low true)

REV (high true)

REWIND (high true)

SEL 1,2,4

TUR (low true)

REWINDING (low true)

WL (high true)

9 CH (high true)

DENSITY 800 (high true)

- enables the recording

circmts if there is a write

ring on the supply reel.

- enables the read lines to

send data and strobes.

- causes tape motion in the

direction specified by the

REV signal.

- if high, the tape moves at

75 ips in reverse when RUN
is issued. If low, the tape

moves at 75 ips forward

when RUN is issued. If high,

the tape unloads when
REWIND is issued. If high,

selects 16(X) bpi PE when
WRITE RESET is issued; if

low, selects 800 bpi NRZI
when WRITE RESET is

issued at BOT when not

reading or writing.

- rewinds or unloads the

tape (see REV).

- selects transports. Each
transport decodes the

address and only the

transport with its

thimibwheel switch set to

the current address will

enable its drivers and
receivers to communicate
with the controller.

indicates that the

transport is on-line and that

the tape is loaded and
stopped.

indicates that the

transport is initializing to

the load point.

- indicates that the supply

reel has no write enable

ring.

- is always high.

- when high, indicates 800

bpi NRZI mode is selected.

When low, indicates that

1600 bpi PE mode is

selected.

EOT (low true)

BOT (low true)

RDP,RDO, ... RD7

READ STROBE (low true)

WBP, WBO, ... WB7

WRITE STROBE (low true)

WRITE RESET (high true)

DRIVE TYPE DM (low true)

NTP (low true)

LNH (low true)

TERM PWR

indicates that the

transport has encountered

the EOT marker. Remains
true until the tape moves in

reverse past the entire EOT
marker or rewind is issued.

- indicates that the tape is

positioned at the BOT point.

- are the read data lines. In

NRZI mode, these lines are

high for one and low for

zero. In PE mode, a high

going transition at data

time represents a zero, and

a low going transition at

data time represents a one.

- strobes NRZI frames to the

controller.

- are the write data lines. A
low level caiises a flux

reversal to be recorded

when the WRITE STROBE
signal goes low.

- strobes write frames to the

transport.

- causes the write circuits to

return to the inter-record

gap polarity. Selects low

threshold reads when
READ is true and WRITE is

false. Also selects the

recording mode when
READ and WRITE are false,

the transport is ready and
the tape is at BOT (see

REV).

- when low, indicates that a

6026 drive is connected to

the bus.

- indicates an overskew

condition in NRZI mode.

- indicates a marginal read

signal in NRZI mode.

- powers the controller bus

terminator.
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APPENDIX C
ANALOG BUILDING BLOCKS

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS AS
ANALOG BUILDING BLOCKS

The operational amplifiers used in the 6026 transport

servo systems control certain mechanical systems by
performing electrical analogs of mathematical

operations like addition, inversion, integration,

differentiation, and scalar multiplication. Each of

these functions can be implemented by connecting an

"ideal" operational amplifier in a imique

configuration. This provides a set of building blocks

with each circuit representing a single mathematical

function.

Ideal Operational Amplifier

The symbol for the ideal operational amplifier is a

triangle, pointing to the right to conform with the

commonly accepted direction of causality flow:

The gain of this amplifier is extremely high and its

output signal will qviickly reach a maximum
(saturate) when there is merely a few millivolts or so

difference between the input terminals (-and +).

Yet, the amplifier can be connected in certain

configurations where:

a) the allowable input signal is not restricted to an
oin^litude of a few millivolts maximum and

b) the amplifier circuit performs the mathematical

functions scalar miiltiplication, differentiation,

integration, and summation.

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER

DG-012S6
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Scalar Multiplier

An operational amplifier can be connected to multiply

a given input voltage by a constant scale factor. The
output is iisually inverted from the input signal. The
inverting multiplier looks like this:

INVERTING MULTIPLIER

OUT

SUMMING
NODE
IS AT
ZERO

POTENTIAL
(VIRTUAL GND)

Vout = V in

Rl

5mV

R2_10Mn.

Rl
" IMOl 50mV

Vout 1

DG-01227

In this case, the gain is given by -R2/R1. If R2 is 10

megohm, and Rl is 1 megohm, and the input signal to

the scalar is a series of positive pulses 5mV in

amplitude, the output would be negative pulses of

50mV amplitude.

The summing node is shown at virtual ground only

because the voltage between the two inputs of an
operational amplifier must be very nearly zero to

prevent the amplifier from saturating. In this case,

the noninverting (+ ) input is grounded. (If the

noninverting input (+) were held at 2 volts, the

inverting node (-) wotild be 2 volts also.)

Followers

A noninverting version of the scalar multiplier, called

a follower, can be used for isolating various amplifier

stages and for drivers. There are two versions of the

follower, the gain-of-one follower, and the

foUower-with-gain. This drawing shows how the

followers are formed:

FOLLOWER

OUT

V out = V in

OUT

Vout= (1 +— )Vin
Rl

DG-01S28

An important characteristic of the unity gain follower

is that the output signal is independent of the values

of input series resistors. (In the scalar amplifier, the

input resistJince and its component tolerance directly

affect the output signal.) This characteristic makes
the follower useful as an inexpensive, and precise,

isolation or driver amplifier that doesn't require

precision components.

This independence from input series resistance is

equally true for followers constructed around a single

operational amplifier as well as for ensembles of

operational amplifiers which, as a group, behave like a

follower. (An exam.ple of such an ensemble is the 75ips

ramp generator in the capstan servo.)

C-2
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Differentiator

One of the analog building blocks performs the
mathematical function differentiation. Differentiation

of a signal yields a value that represents how fast that

signal is changing. The differentiator is shown below.

1
DIFFERENTIATOR—

Vin
n Ml

Ws>

Vouto II ^

t^
DG-01229 ~

Integrator

Another "building" block in the op-amp family used
for analog functions is the integrator. In this

configuration, too, the output is inverted with respect

to input. The basic form ofthe integrator is this:

INTEGRATOR

The waveforms below show how the differentiator's

output might change for two similar (zero to three

volt) voltage ramps that differ in rise time.

• DIFFERENTIATOR WAVEFORMS

SLOW RAMP FAST RAMP

Assuming, for the moment, that the output voltage of
i.\^:^ _: ii. :_ :— :j.:-ii.. n ij— 4-1— — *. 4. ^C 4-U«
LIliU UirUUlt lb ililLlCUl^ U VUltS, \jLLXS LIUUpuU Ul lillC

integrator for a constant voltage input looks like this:

3V- ^Vin y^
ov-^

TIME

Vout

OV

DG01830

r
Vout

ovH

riM 1 wn vv

Vout

/
^.

DG-01S38

And if the input signal is a square wave, the output of

the integrator looks like this:

Vin

INTEGRATOR WAVEFC)R^/IS

Vout / \
DG-01233
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Summing Amplifier

The analog building blocks may have several inputs

connected in parallel to the summing node. Each
signal must be applied through its own input

component (usually a resistor, but it may be a

capacitor). The output signal of an amplifier with

several input signals is the simi of the output signals

that would occur for each input signal considered

alone. Any analog building block with multiple,

parallel inputs, is a slimming amplifier.

For example, this scalar multiplier has two inputs:

SUMMING AMPLIFIER

R1
V 1 in —V\^r

R2
V 2 in vy/»

DG-0i234

*— Vout

The waveforms below show what the output signal for

this amplifier would be for the input signals shown.

To the left of the vertical dashed line, one input signal

is always zero so that the output for each input can be

seen. To the right of the dashed line the input signals

occur simultaneously and the combined output signal

is shown accordingly.

SUMMING AMPLIFIER WAVEFORMS
I

V 1 in

n XL

V2in
XL n

Vout

mm
DG-0123S

IL H
n a

IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS
There are certain important considerations that

apply to operational amplifier circuits:

1. The input node (sometimes called the summing
node) of any of the operational amplifiers described

here is, by necessity, at very nearly the same
potential as the noninverting ( + ) terminal. In

many cases the amplifier is connected single-ended,

that is, with the noninverting input (+ ) grounded.

(For example, the oscilloscope probe connected to

the summing node in the example below would
show negligible voltage at that point.) However,

the virtual ground, when shown in a drawing,

implies an OPERATING constraint and NOT an
actual electrical connection.

VIRTUAL GROUND

THIS PROBE SEES

NO SIGNAL

IN

DG-01236

THESE PROBES SEE THE
INPUT AND OUTPUT
VOLTAGE SIGNALS
RESPECTIVELY

2. The output signal of an operational amplifier

cannot exceed a saturation value. That value

usually approximates the supply voltage from
which the amplifier operates. (For example, an
amplifier connected to +15Vdc and to -12Vdc will

follow its predicted output response only in the

range from -12 to +15 volts, as shown below.)

C-4
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AMPLIFIER SATURATION

15 -

_ POSITIVE

SATURATION
LEVEL

— 12

DG-01S37 /

NEGATIVE
SATURATION
LEVEL

3. Input signals to all of the building blocks described

to here have been shown single-ended, that is, the

input and output signals have all been stated

relative to ground, or zero volts. It is possible and
often useful to combine the use of the noninverting

and the inverting inputs of an amplifier to perform

a mathematical function on a signal not referred to

ground. (The differential input is particularly well

suited for minimizing the effects of spurious pickup

in cables.) A building block with differential input

is shown below; it is basically an inverting

multiplier and a noninverting amplifier combined
in one circuit.

DIFFERENTIAL INPUT-

R1

V2 IN • WV

VI IN o VW
OUT

WHEN R1 = R2 AND R3 = R4, THEN;

V0UT = R3/R1 (V2-V1).

DG-0i238

AMPLIFIER STABILITY

Analog circuits can become imstable under certain

conditions. The analog blocks previously described use

feedback signals to realize their mathematical

functions, and control of that feedback is necessary to

preserve the amplifier's stability. The irritating,

ear-piercing, squeal that often occurs in public

address systems is an example of what can happen
when feedback becomes uncontrolled.

The descriptions of the various analog building blocks

presented in the previous sections are elementary and
do not reflect the difficulties encountered when such a

\jlT\j\jllu xo uyjimj uDxxxg x octi v/Uixi^oxldxui^. ^ xx\.jj. \^ tjiA.\^ w wv v^

areas where departures from the simplified

descriptions can - and often do - cause instabilities.

These areas are:

1. The environment: The circuits described do not

show the small amoimt of capacitive pickup that

always exists between the etched conductors

(includin" "ower leads) on a T)rint8d circuit board.

2. Inside the integrated op amp chip: There is no

"ideal" op amp. Manufacturers usually design such

amplifiers for general purpose applications. These

amplifiers are optimized to behave nearly "ideal"-ly

only over a certain range of signal conditions.

Compensation techniques are available to prevent

feedback instabilities from originating in either of

these two areas. External compensation reduces the

likelihood of instabilities arising in an amplifier

because of stray pickup in the circuit environment.

Internal compensation matches the integrated

circuit's "ideal" range most closely with the signal

conditions ofthe circuit.

External Compensation

Stray capacitance among the etched conductors on a

printed circuit board can effect circuit performance

by coupling part of the output signal of an amplifier

back to the noninverting input (-I-) of the same
amplifier. If at any frequency, the amount of stray

coupling to the noninverting input exceeds the

feedback to the inverting (-) input, the amplifier will

oscillate or ring. This illustration shows some possible

paths of capacitive pickup in a typical analog block.

Clearly, the magnitude of the capacitively-coupled

signal through any stray pickup path increases with

frequency. For this reason, amplifier instability is

usually recognized as spurious ringing.
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STRAY CAPACITANCE'

-VSA/-

DG-01S39

- -^Hl-—f-Hk--'
-15Vdc

STRAY CAPACITANCE

External compensation consists, therefore, of

increasing the coupUng for high frequency signals to

the inverting input so that it will always dominate
the positive feedback that may be spuriously coupled

to the noninverting (+) input. This can easily be done
by adding a high pass filter in the negative feedback

loop of the multiplying, differentiating, and slimming
blocks. (In effect, the high pass filter already exists in

an integrator.) A side effect of this comp>ensation is

somewhat reduced gain at high frequency, but this is

usually ignored.

COMPENSATED AMPLIFIER

IDEAL DC GAIN

RELATIVE

GAIN

DG-01240 LOG FREQUENCY

Internal Compensation

A pair of terminals are provided on most integrated

op amps for compensating internally-caused

instability. General purpose integrated operational

amplifiers consist of several micro-circuit amplifiers,

internally connected so that the overall amplifier

performance best approaches the ideal operational

amplifier described in the previous chapter.

These internal connections can cause instability

under certain operating configurations. The special

terminals allow a compensating network or

component to be added that optimizes the operation

of the amplifier for the configxiration in which it is

being used.

'^
. COMPENSATION
'' CAPACITOR

(OR NETWORK)

DG01241
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ANALOG SWITCHES
While the trtmsistor can often be used as a switch, two
special semiconductor devices provide superior

switching for handling analog signals. These devices

are the P-channel smd the N-channel Field Effect

Transistors (FET's) or analog switches. Analog
switches are used in the transport's failsafe system to
disable the servos when a failure is detected. They are
also used to switch bandwidth in the read electronics.

- FIRST

STAGE
-<kt^A~. SECOND

STAGE -

DG01242

N-Channei Analog Switch

The important parameter in the N-channel analog
switch is the "pinch-off' voltage. This is the minimum
voltage that must be applied between the source and
gate terminals of the FET to force the switch fully

OFF, as shown below.

N-CHANNEL ANALOG SWITCH

FOR N-CHANNEL
ANALOG SWITCH
THE GATE MUST

BE AT LEAST

3 VOLTS MORE
NEGATIVE

THAN SOURCE

DG-01243

-3V

/
t_.1

WHEN PINCHED

OFF SWITCH
IS "OPEN"

5 VOLTS

When the switch is open, the signal from the first

stage is disconnected from the input to the second
stage.

The analog svi^ltch is fiillv on whenever the voltage
from source to gate is volts (or some more negative
voltage). When that voltage swings into an
intermediate range (i.e., between and 3V), the
switch is in an indeterminate state which generally
varies from device to device. A reference resistor is

often used to force the switch's gate to track with its

source. The tracking resistor forces the soiu-ce-gate

voltage to remain at precisely zero volts whenever the
gate's driving circuit is not forcing the switch fully off.

N-CHANNEL SWITCH

DG-01244
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APPENDIX D
GLOSSARY OF TERMS

Azimuth

Bit

Bioclc

BOT

BPI

Byte

Capstan

Character

CRC

CVT

Deskew

EOT

FCI

- the angle of tiit trom a vertical line.

The recording head miist be adjusted to

align it perpendicular to the tape.

- a binary unit of information. A bit can

assume two values, zero or one.

- another name for record.

- beginning of tape. A reflective marker
denotes the start of the recording area

on the tape.

- bits per inch. The density of bits on the

recorded tape.

- a character of information containing

eigut L>it5.

- a wheel that rubs against the tape and
pulls it backward or forward across the

recording head.

- another name for byte. (9 track

format).

- cyclic redundancy check. A method for

detecting transcription errors whereby
the data record is divided by a selected

polynomial and the remainder is

retained as a checkword.

- constant voltage transformer. A
transformer that automatically

regulates its secondary voltages over a

range of line voltages and loads.

- an electronic method for eliminating

skew.

- end of tape. A reflective marker
denotes the end of recording area on the

tape.

- flux changes per inch.

hiie - a group oi recoros mat. mane up a,

contiguous packet of information.

File Mark - a special record that signals the

beginning of a new file.

Frame - one byte of information plus parity. (9

track format).

ID Burst - a code recorded at the beginning of the

tape to identify that the information is

recorded in PE mode.

IPS - inches per second. Refers to the speed

of tape movement.

IRG - inter-record gap. An area of erased

tape between records.

Load - pull the tape into the vacuum colvimns

and advance the tape to BOT.

LRC - longitudinal redundancy check. Even
parity accumulated along the length of a

track.

NRZI - non return to zeros inverted. A method
of encoding data that records ones as

flux reversals.

Online - connected to and controlled by the

controller.

Parity - a single bit error detection method
that adds a parity check bit to the data

to make the total number of ones either

odd or even.

PCB - printed circuit board.

PE - phase encoded. A method of encoding

data that records "ones" and "zeros" as

flux reversals of opposing polarity.

Postamble - a recorded burst that follows a PE
record.
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Preamble - a recorded burst that precedes a PE Threshold

record.

Record - a series of contiguous frames that make Transducer

up a unit of information.

Rewind - return the tape to the BOT position. Unload

Servo - a unit that positions a mechanical
device in response to an electrical signal.

Skew - deviation of recorded information from
a straight line perpendicular to the tape. VRC

Snake - deviation of the tape from a true

straight line.

- a voltage level a signal must exceed to

be considered valid.

- a device that converts mechanical

position to an electrical signal.

- return the tape to BOT, shut down the

vacuum system and pull the tape out of

the vacuum columns.

Unwind - wind the tape onto the supply reel.

- vertical redundancy check. Odd parity

accumulated on a byte in a frame.
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ADDENDUM to

6026 Tape Transport
Technical Manual

042-000033-00

This addendum updates manual 015-000079-00 to:

015-000079-01

See updating instructions on reverse.
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This addendum updates this manual to include the following changes. ,

ITEM DESCRIPTION

1 Change the manual number on the "Notice" page to 015-000079-01.

2 Insert the following note for reference:

"The pictures in this manual are for reference only and may not show an exact visual replica

of the product."

3 Add to picture on page opposite Page I-l the following:

"For specific interconnecting cable part numbers see 010-319."

4 References to 1 6-477 on Page III- 1 should be ignored. This document has been discontinued.

5 Add the following note to the bottom of Page A-1

:

"Documentation numbers on this page are subject to change without notification."


